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IN MEMORIAM 

ROBERT E. SHELBY 

On December 8, 1955, Robert E. Shelby died unexpect- 
edly of a heart attack. Although death came at the young 
age of 49, Mr. Shelby had a close interest in radio for 35 
years, and was actively engaged in television work for 24 
years. He joined the National Broadcasting Company in 

1929 after graduation 
from the University of 
Texas. In 1931 he was 
placed in charge of NBC's 
first experimental televi- 
sion installation atop the 
Empire State Building. 
Among the positions he 
subsequently held with 
NBC were Director of 
Technical Development 
and Director of Technical 
Operations for the televi- 
sion network, and Direc- 
tor of Color Television 
Systems Development. In 

July 1954, he was made Vice President and Chief Engineer 
of NBC. 

In the early days of black-and-white television, Mr. 
Shelby devoted much of his time to working with various 
industry committees. This work eventually led to the adop- 
tion of the present signal specifications for commercial 
television. Similarly, Mr. Shelby played an important role 
in the formulation of the signal specifications for compatible 
color television which were eventually adopted by the Fed- 
eral Communications Commission. He was a Fellow of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers, a Fellow of the American 
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and a member of the 
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Tau 
Beta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa, Eta Kappa Nu, and Sigma Xi. 

Mr. Shelby has made substantial contributions to RCA 
Review both as an author and as a member of the Board 
of Editors. His loss will be keenly felt by all who knew him. 
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SURFACE TREATMENT OF SILICON FOR LOW 

RECOMBINATION VELOCITYf 

By 

A. R. Moore and Herbert Nelson 

RCA Laboratories. 
Princeton, N. J. 

Summary—The surface recombination velocity ordinarily attained on 
silicon surfaces as a result of common etches is of the order of lOi centi- 
meters per second. This high value is a serious limitation in the -perform' 
ance of silicon transistor devices due to the loss of minority carriers at 
the surface. Films of aniline-like aromatic liquids and films of sodinn 
dichromate-like salts have been found ivhich dramatically reduce the recom- 
bination velocity by two orders of magnitude. Surface recombination veloci- 
ties similar to those commonly obtained on germanium (100 centimeters per 
second) can be obtained for p-type silicon. In case of n-p-n alloy type 
silicon transistors, surface treatment with sodium dichromate commonly 
leads to values of the current amplification factor, a,.,,, which are four times 
larger than the values observed before the treatment. The surface treat- 
ments also eliminate "channeling leakage" at p-n junctions. This is con- 
sistent with the view that the films produce their effects by causing the 
energy bands (in p-type silicon) to curve upwards at the surface. 

A tentative hypothesis is proposed to account for the behavior of the 
surface films. 

Introduction 

THE electrical characteristics of semiconductor devices are greatly 
affected by surface recombination of minority carriers. It is 
well known that the base-to-collector current amplification factor, 

otci,, of transistors decreases1 and the junction saturation current :n- 
creases2 with an increase in the surface recombination velocity, s. With 
germanium, conventional electrolytic and chemical etches lead to rather 
low values of s (50-200 centimeters per second). High values of or,.;, 
may be obtained with conventional etches, since only a very small 
fraction of the current carriers injected by the emitter is lost at the 
surface. In silicon, however, s remains high (5,000-10,000 centimeters 
per second) after etching with the common etches. Consequently it is 
more difficult to obtain high values of acl in the case of silicon devices. 
It is particularly important, therefore, in the case of silicon to consider 
other means than etching for the reduction of s. 

t Presented at the I.R.E.-A.I.E.E. Conference on Semiconductor Re- 
search, Philadelphia, Pa., June 22, 1955. 

1 A. R. Moore and J. I. Pankove, "Effect of Junction Shape and Surface 
Recombination on Transistor Current Gain," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 42, pp. 
907-913, June, 1954. 

2 W. M. Webster, "The Saturation Current in Alloy Junctions," Proc. 
I.R.E., Vol. 43, pp. 277-280, March, 1955. 
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Considerations by A. Moore and W. Webster,3 for instance, lead to 
the conclusion that an increase in the doping impurity concentration 
at the surface of a semiconductor will tend to inhibit surface recombi- 
nation. Under these conditions, the minority carriers are prevented 
from reaching the surface by an internal electric field associated with 
the variation in doping impurity concentration. In p-type silicon, 
therefore, a surface treatment which causes the energy bands to curve 
upwards at the surface should similarly cause a reduction in s. It was 
thought that this effect may be produced by a chemical treatment 
which leads to a surface film containing ionic components of high elec- 
tron affinity. Attempts to produce films of this type on silicon surfaces 
have achieved a dramatic reduction of s. Surface recombination veloci- 
ties similar to those commonly obtained on germanium are achieved 
on p-type silicon by these treatments. A description of the techniques 
used and the results obtained constitute the subject matter of the 
present report. 

Materials and Processing Techniques 

Two groups of chemical compounds have been found to produce 
surface films on silicon which greatly reduce the surface recombination 
velocity. One is a group of strongly ionic salts which are oxidizing 
agents. Sodium dichromate is a typical example. The other is a group 
of aniline-like aromatic liquids. The conditions under which the two 
groups of compounds produce the desired effect differ considerably and 
consequently each case will be discussed separately. 

The practices involved in the use of sodium dichromate-like salts 
for the reduction of s on p-type silicon are extremely simple. A solu- 
tion of the salt in distilled water is prepared and a droplet applied to 
the area to be treated. The water evaporates and leaves a strongly 
adsorbed salt film on the surface which leads to an immediate and 
permanent reduction of s. The concentration of the salt in solution is 
not critical; values on the order of 1 per cent by weight are normally 
used. The silicon specimen must be freshly etched before the applica- 
tion of the salt. A hot sodium hydroxide solution is normally used as 
the etch and good results are obtained with a solution of 7 grams 
of the hydroxide in 100 cubic centimeters of water heated to 80°C. 

When aromatic liquids are used, the practices involved are more 
complicated. The vapor pressure of the liquid is high so that lasting 

3 A. R. Moore and W. M. Webster, "The Effective Surface Recombina- 
tion of a Germanium Surface with a Floating Barrier," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 
43, pp. 427-435, April, 1955. 
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reductions of s are obtained only when the silicon specimens are her- 
metically sealed in containers filled with these liquids. The aromatic 
liquids inhibit surface recombination only in the presence of an electric 
field. The difference in potential between the emitter dot and the 
adjacent surface of the silicon often is sufficient to establish the requi- 
site electrical gradient in a transistor device but in some cases auxiliary 
electrodes are essential for optimum results. Before immersion in the 
aromatic liquid, the silicon specimens are etched in the hot sodium 
hydroxide solution described above. 

Tentative Hypothesis of Film Behavior 

The exact behavior of the inorganic salts which reduce surface re- 
combination on p-type silicon is not completely understood. Neverthe- 
less, it is of interest to consider a tentative hypothesis based on the 
observation that these salts are relatively strong oxidizing agents and 
belong to reversible systems of oxidation-reduction reactions. It is 
proposed that the oxidation-reduction potential developed in such 
systems modifies the surface potential in such a manner that minority 
carriers are inhibited from reaching the surface. It is this effect which 
reduces the effective recombination rate. Other systems for creating 
such a barrier within the semiconductor to achieve similar results have 
been discussed by Moore and Webster.3 

The terms oxidation and reduction are used in their general sense, 
i.e., an oxidation reaction is one in which an element loses electrons 
and thus increases in valence. Oxygen may or may not be involved. 
Conversely, in a reducing reaction an element gains electrons to de- 
crease its valence. Thus the dichromate-chromic system (e.g., sodii-m 
dichromate) has been found effective in the reduction of surface re- 
combination velocity, and 

reduction 
Cr+ + ++ + ++3 electrons . ' Cr+ + + 

oxidation 

where the reduction and oxidation directions refer to the chromium. 
In a reversible system, both the oxidized and reduced components 

may be present simultaneously and an equilibrium will be reached be- 
tween them and the electrons. An inert metallic electrode immersed in 
a solution of oxidized and reduced components will give up or abstract 
electrons according to the inclination towards reduction or oxidation, 
respectively. In our example, the strongly oxidizing dichromate inclires 
the reaction to reduction (of Cr+ + + + + + ) and in so doing abstracts 
electrons from the electrode. The potential of the electrode is thereby 
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raised with respect to the solution. This potential, measured under 
standard conditions, determines the equilibrium state and, in electro- 
chemistry, is the "standard oxidation-reduction potential." For our 
example, the standard potential E0 is 1.3 volts. 

It is characteristic of the salts found effective for the reduction of 
surface recombination on p-type silicon that they have relatively large 
positive standard potentials (> 0.3 volt). Thus the following systems 
have been found effective for possible practical use: 

System E0 

Mn04:Mn02 1.6 
C10-:C1- .9 
Cr207:Cr+ + + 1.3 

In addition many other oxidation-reduction systems, some of a par- 
ticularly simple type, have been found equally effective in reducing s. 
Many of these are not suitable for practical use because of chemical 
instability, excessive moisture effects and the like. However, it is char- 
acteristic of all that their standard oxidation-reduction potentials ex- 
ceed 0.3 volt. 

In the case of a metallic electrode, the oxidation-reduction potential 
is supported in a narrow region of the solution adjacent to the electrode. 
It cannot be supported in the electrode itself since the electrode is a 
good conductor. If a semiconductor is substituted for the metallic elec- 
trode, the situation is entirely different. With a semiconducting elec- 
trode the fixed charge concentration (impurity density) in the semi- 
conductor is generally much lower than the ionic concentration in 
ordinary electrolytes. Under these conditions it is much easier to sup- 
port the potential in the semiconductor than in the solution. Thus, we 
arrive at the conclusion that the surface of a chemically inert semi- 
conductor immersed in an oxidation-reduction solution will charge up 
to the appropriate standard electrode potential while the interior of the 
semiconductor will remain unaffected. In the case of a positive electrode 
(or surface) potential, this creates just under the surface the type 
of barrier described by Moore and Webster to inhibit surface recom- 
bination on p-type material. That is, the surface is effectively more 
p-type (through the loss of electrons) than the interior. The resultant 
internal electrostatic field prevents minority carriers from reaching 
the surface and consequently the effective surface recombination rate 
is lowered. 

It has also been suggested that s may be a function of surface 
potential because of its effect on the population of surface traps. What- 
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ever the detailed reasoning it does not seem improbable that adjust- 
ment of the surface potential can have a drastic influence on surface 
recombination. 

It is recognized that in the experimental evidence described earlier 
we do not have the "standard" solutions so that the actual potential 
will be somewhat different from the standard potential. Moreover in 
the absence of definite information to the contrary the possibility of 
a chemical reaction with the silicon has been neglected. However in 
the present hypothesis, it is suggested that these effects would mocify 
the magnitude of the potential but not alter the general argument. 

The above argument has been derived solely from observations on 
inorganic oxidation-reduction systems. If this hypothesis is a general 
one it should also explain the action of the aromatic liquids; these are 
equally effective in reducing s but require a small electrolyzing voltage. 
The chemistry of these materials is complicated and very little is known 
about their reaction with silicon. However, nitrobenzene forms many 
intermediate products during electrolytic reduction to aniline and one 
of these products is quinone. It is suggested that this intermed:ate 
product might be the active ingredient. Quinone and hydroquinone 
form a well-known oxidation-reduction system with a standard elec- 
trode potential of 0.718 volt. A mixture of quinone and hydroquinone 
(quinhydrone) in water solution was tried on p-type silicon (without 
an electrolyzing potential). This solution was found to be fully as 
effective as either aniline or nitrobenzene for the reduction of s. The 
function of the polarizing voltage required for the latter compounds, 
according to this view, is simply to provide for anodic oxidation or 
cathodic reduction to the active intermediates at the semiconduetor 
surface. 

Experimental Procedures and Results 

The effect of the surface treatments on the recombination velocity 
was determined either directly by measurements of the s of a particular 
silicon surface before and after application of the film or indirectly 
by measurements of the of a silicon transistor before and after 
application of the film to the emitter area. 

The light-pulse photoconductivity technique was used for the direct 
measurements. Thin wafers of silicon (about 5 mils thick) were pre- 
pared for the test by an initial etch in CP4 and a final etch in a hot 
sodium hydroxide solution. To minimize the contribution of volume 
recombination to the loss of current carriers, silicon of good bulk life- 
time (> 20 microseconds) was used for the direct measurements. 

Direct measurements were made on the sodium dichromate, aniline, 
and nitrobenzene systems with p-type silicon. 
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In case of the sodium dichromate-p-type silicon system, a permanent 
reduction of s from a value of about 5,000 centimeters per second to a 
value less than 100 centimeters per second was found to occur as a 
direct result of application of the film. 

In case of the aniline and the nitrobenzene-p-type silicon system, 
the silicon specimen was inserted between two condenser plates with 
films of the aromatic liquid occupying the space between the major 
surfaces of the silicon specimen and the condenser plates. When aniline 
was used, the surface recombination velocity was reduced from an 
approximate value of 5,000 to a value of 100 centimeters per second. 
This reduction of s, however, was contingent upon the application of a 
negative voltage of about one volt to the condenser plates with respect 
to the silicon specimen. In the absence of this voltage no reduction of 
s was observed. When nitrobenzene was used, the value of s decreased 

Table I—n-p-n Silicon Transistor Performance Before and After 
Sodium Dichromate Treatment 

4 kc Current Ampli- Effective Life- 
fication Factor (art) 4 kc Power Gain db time (re) //sec. 

Transistor Before After Before After Before After 

A No. 1 8.2 29.5 33.0 40.5 .75 1.0 
No. 2 7.4 30.0 33.0 38.6 .7 1.1 
No. 3 8.4 29.1 33.1 40.2 .7 .9 
No. 4 8.5 27.2 30.3 35.3 .7 1.1 

B No. 1 4.6 13.2 29.5 37.6 .35 .55 
No. 2 5.7 14.0 30.5 36.0 .5 .75 
No. 3 4.0 11.5 30.5 36.7 .5 .7 
No. 4 5.3 13.3 31.0 36.1 .45 .6 

All values of gain measured at Fc = 6 volts, 7® = 1 milliampere. Power 
gain measured with resistive input and conjugate matched output. 

from 5,000 to 220 centimeters per second as a result of the application 
of a positive voltage of one volt to the condenser plates. 

Many of the tests carried out to determine the effect of the surface 
treatments have involved measurements of arb before and after apply- 
ing the film to the emitter area of an alloy type n-p-n silicon transistor. 
Since the use of sodium dichromate films has shown the most promise 
for practical applications, a large number of tests have involved this 
salt. Table I is a summary of the results obtained. 

The large increases of arh observed for the transistors of group A 
are typical of results obtained with units made from silicon of rela- 
tively high bulk lifetime. The transistors of group B were made with 
base widths equal to those of group A but with silicon of low bulk 
lifetime. Since bulk recombination contributes materially to the loss 
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of minority carriers in these units, smaller increases in acl) were ob- 
tained. The effective lifetime, Te, which is determined by bulk as well 
as surface recombination was measured by a pulse injection technique.4 

Similar indirect measurements were used to determine the effects 
of various other surface films. The results obtained indicate that for 
silicon of equal bulk lifetime and for transistors of equal base widths, 
roughly equal increases in aci are obtained when other strongly icnic 
salts are substituted for sodium dichromate. This is true, for instance, 
in the case of magnesium chromate, calcium dichromate, calcium hypo- 
chlorite, lithium dichromate and potassium permanganate. 

Indirect measurement showed that results similar to those obtained 
with aniline could also be achieved with pyredine, nitrocyclohexsne, 
O-nitrotoluene, 2, 4 dinitrofluorobenzene and a-100 napthalene. In these 
cases, maximum increases in the current amplification factors were 
obtained with those aromatic liquids which required an applied negative 
potential for their "activation." This is consistent with the fact that 
n-p-n transistors require a negative emitter-to-base bias during opera- 
tion. Thus with aniline, which direct measurements showed to require 
a negative potential, the increase in acb was equal to that with sodium 
dichromate. On the other hand, the increase was smaller with nitroten- 
zene, which direct measurements showed to require a positive potential. 

A few tests were carried out with n-type germanium and silicon. 
Sodium dichromate showed no effect while immersion in aniline did 
increase the current-gain factors of p-n-p transistors. 

The effects of the surface films on p-type silicon appear permanent. 
This observation is based largely on experimental data for transistors 
using sodium dichromate films. A relatively large number of hermeti- 
cally sealed n-p-n silicon transistors made with the sodium dichrorrate 
film have shown no decrease in current amplification factor on shelf 
life. A few of these transistors have also been exposed to a temperature 
ambient of 150"C for as long as 48 hours. A decrease in the current 
amplification factor occurs as a result of the heating. The rate of de- 
crease is appreciable, however, only during the first hours of heating 
and in all cases the transistors after baking have shown values of act 

substantially higher that those observed before the application of the 
film. 

Other Effects of Surface Films 

In the course of these investigations, other effects have been ob- 
served which are consistent with the view that the films cause the 

4 L. R. Lederhandler and L. J. Giacoletto, "Measurement of Minority 
Carrier Lifetime and Surface Effects in Junction Devices," Froc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 34, pp. 477-483, April, 1955. 
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energy bands (in p-type silicon) to curve upwards at the surface. The 
presence of the films at the p-n junctions was found to cause an im- 
provement of the reverse junction characteristics. This effect is illus- 
trated by the curves A and B of Figure 1. Curve A was obtained before 
and curve B after application of a sodium dichromate film to the silicon 
surface adjacent to a p-n junction. "Roundhouse" reverse character- 

If 

Fig. 1—Diode characteristics of p-n junction on p-type silicon before and 
after application of sodium dichromate to junction area. 

istics of the type shown by curve A are often ascribed to "channeling 
leakage" at the p-n junction due to the fact that the energy bands 
normally tend to curve downwards at the surface (in p-type semicon- 
ductors). The elimination of the "roundhouse" characteristic in curve 
B may thus be considered evidence that the application of the surface 
film has reversed the curvature of the energy bands at the surface. 
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THE OMNIGUIDE ANTENNA —AN 
OMNIDIRECTIONAL WAVEGUIDE ARRAY FOR 

UHF-TELEVISION BROADCASTING 

By 

0. M. Woodward, Jr.'; and James Gibson'"' 

Summary—The "Omniguide" antenna is a new type of high-gain an- 
tenna developed for UHF-television broadcasting. Waveguide components 
are employed in the design instead of coaxial-line elements in ordei to 
increase the power-handling capacity. Separate picture and sound inputs 
are provided which are decoupled over a wide frequency band, thus elmi- 
nating the need for a frequency-selective combining filter. A reflection- 
absorbing circuit increases the picture input bandwidth with very small 
sacrifice of power. 

Experimental measurements taken on an antenna of this type con- 
structed for Channel 72 (818-8U megacycles) are described. Considerat ons 
are given to several alternative versions of the system to cover the entire 
UHF range. 

Introduction 

ITH the opening of the UHF television band ranging from 
470 to 890 megacycles, the need arose for suitable horizontally 
polarized, omnidirectional, transmitting antennas. Consider- 

ably more gain was required for the UHF antennas as compared to 
VHF antennas, not only because of the limited power available at the 
time from the UHF transmitters, but also due to the increased propa- 
gation losses at UHF. A simple solution could not be obtained st-tis- 
factorily by a scaled reduction in physical size of the present "VHF 
antennas because of the resulting low power-handling capacity. Prob- 
lems associated with the power distribution and omnidirectional azi- 
muth radiation required a new approach in the antenna design. 

As in the previous VHF practice, it is desirable for economic and 
mechanical reasons to diplex the signals from the picture and scund 
transmitters into a single antenna. This can be accomplished by ehher 
of two methods. 

In the first system, the two signals are combined by a frequency- 
selective filter into a single feed line leading to the transmitting an- 

t RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 
* Formerly, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.; now with the Div sion 

of Radio Engineering, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden. 
13 
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tenna. A practical advantage of this method is that only a single 
transmission line from the transmitters to the antenna is needed. 

In the second system, the antenna employs two separate inputs. 
These inputs energize the circumferential radiating elements with in- 
phase and progressively phased voltages, respectively, and are inher- 
ently decoupled over a wide frequency band. Therefore, the double-line 
input permits the use of a reflection-absorbing circuit which increases 
the bandwidth of one of the inputs. 

With future requirements of color transmission and higher input 
power in view, a program was initiated in 1952. This work resulted 
in the development of a versatile antenna usable with either the double- 
input or single-input system and employing wave guides for both 
power distribution and mechanical support. 

Much of the preliminary work was done with small-scale microwave 
models. A full-scale model was constructed for Channel 72 (818-824 
megacycles) during the Summer of 1953. After successful tests were 
completed on this antenna, further work was continued in improving 
several of the component parts. 

This paper describes the operation and results of field tests on 
the constructed antenna, and also the general theory and design for 
the various components. 

Description 

The antenna (Figure 1) consists of a cylindrical wave guide as- 
sembly which converts the energy flowing inside to a radiating, 
cylindrical current sheet on its outer surface. The symmetry of the 
wave guide permits propagation of the picture and sound energy as 
decoupled modes of transmission. This inner wave guide was made 
in the form of an octagon instead of a circle in order to simplify the 
mechanical construction. 

A number of smaller wave guides containing spaced slots as radia- 
tors are grouped around the octagonal wave guide to function as the 
radiating, cylindrical surface as well as the distribution system sup- 
plying power from the inner wave guide to the individual slot radiators. 
Because of the large over-all diameter, eight surrounding wave guides 
are required to obtain a circular radiation pattern in the azimuth 
plane. Each of these wave guides contain a longitudinal ridge which 
permits operation in the ordinary rectangular wave guide mode. 

The coupling of the slots to the wave guide is controlled by the 
relative offset positioning of the slots with respect to the center line 
of the ridge wave guide. The number and spacing of the slots are 
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Fig, 1—Descriptive di'awing of the Oraniguide antenna constructed for 
Channel 72. 
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designed to produce the highly directive elevation pattern required 
for hifrh power gain. 

Rach ridge wave ^ruide is energized at its center by probe excitation 
11om the octagonal wave K'lide (section C-C), and is terminated at 
its ends with shorting: plungers at sections A-A and E-E. The sym- 
metry and size of the central octagonal wave guide permits three 
modes of energy transmission to operate independently. 

The signal from the picture transmitter is fed from a rectangular 
wave guide into the lower end of the octagonal wave guide as a linearly 
polarized TEU wave (section F-F). Progressing upward, the wave is 
converted to a circularly polarized wave by a quarter-wave plate or 
circularizer section. This circularizer consists of two parallel metal 
fins attached to the inner wall of the octagonal wave guide and lying 
in a plane making a 45° angle with the direction of polarization of 
the incoming wave (section D-D). 

For purposes of analysis, the incoming wave to this section may 
be separated into two linearly polarized waves with equal amplitude 
and phase, one polarized in the plane through the fins and one per- 
pendicular to this plane. These two components propagate with differ- 
ent phase velocities because of the capacitive loading of the fins. With a 
proper length of the fins, the two components will be in time quadrature 
as they leave the fin section. Due to the field configuration of the TEn 

wave, these components add to produce a circularly polarized wave. 
This symmetrical wave continues to the voltage probes at section 

C-C and energizes the ridge wave guides at their centers with equal 
power and progressive phasing, resulting in essentially omnidirectional 
radiation in the azimuth plane. 

In a reversed procedure, any reflected wave from the radiating 
section is reconverted by the circularizer to a linearly polarized wave 
polarized at right angles with respect to the picture input wave. Con- 
tinuing downward, this reflected wave is coupled to another rectangular 
waveguide (section G-G) leading to an absorbing resistor. The re- 
flected wave is thus decoupled from the picture input line and is trans- 
ferred by the diplexer to an absorbing load. 

The impedance seen by the picture input line is therefore inde- 
pendent of the impedance properties of the radiating system. This 
means a considerable improvement in the picture input bandwidth, 
secured at a very small sacrifice of picture power being dissipated in 
the absorbing resistor. 

As the orientation of the rectangular wave guides to the octagonal 
wave guide represents a shunt "tee" junction, the centers of the two 
rectangular wave guides are located an odd multiple of one-quarter 
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wavelength from the shorting base plate at the lower end of the 
octagonal wave guide. The two rectangular wave guides are also 
offset vertically one wavelength to reduce the direct cross feed between 
the picture input line and absorbing resistor line caused by higher 
mode excitation in the vicinity of the junctions. 

The signal from the sound transmitter, injected through the base 
of the diplexer, excites the second higher, or TMin, mode in the octago- 
nal wave guide. Due to the geometric symmetry of the system and to 
the field configuration of the TM(n mode, no sound signal is fed into 
either the picture input line or the absorbing resistor line. The circu- 
larize!- has only a transformer effect on this mode. Continuing upward 

Fig. 2—General view of the Omniguide antenna without fiberglass cover. 

to the voltage probes, the wave energizes the eight ridge wave guides 
with equal, in-phase voltages, which results in essentially omnidirec- 
tional radiation in the azimuth plane. 

The TMW probe is the extended inner conductor of a coaxial line 
which, depending on the power requirements, either may continue all 
of the way down to the sound transmitter or be coupled to a rectangular 
wave guide leading to this transmitter. 

Mechanical Construction of Channel 72 Omniguide Antenna 

The complete Omniguide antenna is shown mounted horizontally for 
testing in Figure 2. A thin-wall, cylindrical covering of fibergless 
material (not shown in the photograph) is provided for weather pro- 
tection. By fabricating the entire antenna from sheets of aluminum 
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DIMENSIONS IN INCHES (0J 
MATERIAL ; 

52 S-y H DURAL 
Pig. 3—Cross section of the ridge wave guide. 

alloy instead of steel, galvanizing or plating processes were unnecessary 
and a great saving in weight was possible. The basic structure formed 
by the ridges and U-shaped channel sections was assembled by electric 
spot welding. 

The cross section of Figure 3 gives details of the ridge wave guide 
construction. The outer cover plates containing the offset slots are 
removable, permitting several different sets to be used with a single, 
basic antenna structure. 

The photograph of Figure 4 shows a cross section of the antenna 

Fig. 4—Cross section of the Omniguide antenna and shorting plungers. 
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and the shorting plungers for the ridge wave guide and octagonal wave 
guide. Details of the coupling means between the octagonal and ridge 
wave guides are illustrated in Figure 5. As the probe is connected ;o 
the outer cover plate, external adjustments of its extension into the 
octagonal wave guide are easily made. The space inside of the ridges 
may be used for carrying the wiring to the tower lights. 

Electrical Measurements 

The field tests on the Omniguide antenna showed that the radiation 
characteristics conformed very closely to theoretical calculations for 
Channel 72. Measured relative field patterns in both the azimuth and 
elevation planes over the frequency range of 810 to 830 megacycles 

Pig. 5—Cross section of the ridge wave guide showing details of the 
voltage probe coupling. 

are plotted in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The calculated elevation 
pattern (dashed curve) at the design frequency of 820 megacycles is 
compared with the measured pattern in Figure 7. 

The elevation pattern beamwidths and relative side-lobe data meas- 
ured over a wide frequency range versus both frequency and the 
channel numbers are summarized in Figures 8 and 9. The beamwidth 
at half field remains fairly constant over a wide band. The increase 
in side lobes as the frequency departs from the design frequency im- 
poses a fundamental bandwidth limitation on this particular array 
design of 24 co-phased slots at half-wave spacing. 
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Fig. 6—Azimuth field patterns, 
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The measured power gain, in decibels, versus frequency is plotted 
as the solid curve in Figure 10. For Channel 72, the average gain 
variation due to azimuth pattern change is ± 0.5 decibel and the maxi- 
mum variation is ± 1.0 decibel. This measurement was made wi;h 
only the frequency being changed. The dashed curve is calculated on 
the basis of rematching the antenna at each frequency. The useful 

Fig1. 8—Measured elevation pattern beamwidth at one-half field versus 
frequency. 
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Fig. 9—Measured side-lobe intensity versus frequency. 

bandwidth is essentially limited by the increase in side lobes as the 
frequency departs from the design frequency. 

The voltage-standing-wave ratio on the rectangular wave guide 
leading to the picture transmitter is plotted in Figure 11 over a wide 
range of frequencies. The voltage-standing-wave ratio characteristic 
on the sound input line is plotted in Figure 12 on an expanded fre- 
quency scale. The picture power lost in the absorbing resistor was 
less than 0.01 decibel for Channel 72. 

The cross coupling between the picture and sound inputs is a func- 
tion only of the symmetry, and is independent of frequency over a 
very wide range. From 790 to 850 megacycles, the average cross-feed 
attenuation was found to be 40 decibels. 

Determination of the maximum power-handling capacity of the 
Omniguide antenna on the basis of existing theory is not accurate 
because of the many simplifying approximations necessitated by the 
unusual configurations of the wave guides and the wave guide transi- 

CHANNEL NO. 
I I I I 1 1 1 

790 800 SIO 820 830 840 850 
FREQUENCY (MC) 

Fig. 10—Power gain in decibels relative to a half-wave dipole versus fre- 
quency. The solid curve shows the data obtained without altering the 
matching adjustments. The dashed curve would obtain if the antenna com- 

ponents were rematched at each test fi'equency. 
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CHANNEL NO 
Fig. 11—Measured voltage-standing-wave ratio on the picture input line 

versus frequency. 

tions. However, one test has been made on only a portion of tie 
antenna with 10-kilowatt continuous-wave transmitter. 

For this experiment, an end-fed ridge wave guide array containing 
twelve offset slots was coupled to the transmitter with no voltage 
breakdown or overheating. On the basis of this arrangement, repre- 
senting one-sixteenth of the total number of slots, it is concluded that 
the complete radiating portion of the Omniguide antenna (the rid^e 
wave guides and slots) would safely handle at least 160 kilowatts total 
average power. Because of the limited available power, no experi- 
mental tests could be made on the diplexer assembly. 

General Design 
Azimuth Patterns 

The number of ridge wave guides surrounding the central wave 

SOUN 
( t 2 

D CHANNEL 
5 KG) 

82? 823 624 825 826 

FREQUENCY (MC) 

Fig. 12—Measured voltage-standing-wave ratio on the sound input line 
versus frequency. 
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Kiiide are determined by the circularity requirements of the azimuth 
pattern. Any number of wave guides arranged in a regular polygon 
may be fed in phase progression by a circularly polarized wave simul- 
taneously with, and decoupled from, a TMIU wave. However, the sym- 
metry requirements for the two orthogonal modes require that the 
central wave guide cross section be invariant under rotation of 90°. 
Among the regular polygons, those having the number of sides equal 
to a multiple of four satisfy this condition. The inner wave guide 
formed by such an arrangement will permit propagation of two orthog- 
onal, decoupled TEU waves with similar field configurations and equal 
phase velocities. 

The curves of Figure 13 show the theoretical variations in the 
azimuth field pattern circularity versus the radius of a cylindrical 
surface containing equally spaced, axial slot radiators. Because of the 

 IN PHASE 
 PROGRESSIVE PHASE 

0 12345678 
CYLINDER RADIUS IN WAVELENGTHS 

Fig. 13—Azimuth pattern circularity ratio versus the cylinder radius in 
wavelengths. 

advantages in choosing the number of loads to be an integral multiple 
of four, calculations are given only for two cases of four and eight 
slots. The solid curves show the circularity ratio for progressively 
phased slots, and the dashed curves are plotted for in-phase feed. It 
is noted that, for a given cylinder diameter and number of slots, the 
in-phase slot excitation always gives a more circular pattern. 

Octagonal Wave Guide Design 

The cutoff wavelength, Ac, of the first three modes in a hollow, 
circular wave guide is related to the radius, a, as follows; 

^ccteh) = 3.413 a, (1) 

W01)=2-613a, (2) 

^c(te21) — 2.057 a. (3) 

Experimental measurements on the octagonal wave guide showed 
the corresponding cutoff wavelengths to be: 
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^c(,TEn) = 3-50 a0 , 

'VdM/mi =: 2-68 a0 , 

^■c(rE2i> = 2-11 ao ) 

(1) 

(5) 

(3) 

where a,, is the radius of an inscribed circle in the octagon. 
On substituting these constants in the general phase velocity 

where A is the free-space wavelength and Xg is the wavelength in the 
guide, the relative phase velocities of the various modes may be ob- 
tained. 

An interesting point was observed in comparing the octagonal and 
circular wave-guide dimensions. For equal cutoff frequencies, the 
octagonal and circular wave guides were found experimentally to have 
identical areas. 

For useful operation of the octagonal wave-guide modes, the mi ai- 
mum wave-guide radius must be in the neighborhood of 0.4 wavelengths 
or larger. The maximum wave-guide size is limited by the undesited 
TE.21 mode. In the Omniguide antenna, the radius of the outer surffiCe 
containing the radiating slots is greater than the central wave gu:de 
radius by the narrow wall dimension of the outer wave guide. Hence, 
referring to Figure 13, it is seen that a minimum number of ei}.-ht 
outer wave guides are required for an azimuth pattern circular".ty 
better than 0.8. 

The antenna design curves of Figure 14 give the relative phase 
velocities of the octagonal-wave-guide modes versus the wave-gu de 
radius in wavelengths as calculated from the measured cutoff values. 
Also plotted versus the same abscissa is a family of curves showing 
the azimuth pattern circularity for various shapes of trapezoidal wf.ve 
guides. The parameter b-^/a^ is the ratio of height to the average 
width of the trapezoidal wave guide. The wall thickness of the shaet 
metal structure was neglected in the calculation of these curves. 

In the Omniguide antenna constructed for Channel 72, the octago lal 
radius was chosen to be 0.397 wavelength, giving a relative phase 
velocity at 820 megacycles of 1.44 for the TEn mode and 2.98 for the 
TM„i mode. 

With the use of this design data, a compromise choice may be mi.de 
between the inner and outer octagonal sizes for a given trapezoidal 

relation. 

1 
(7) 

VI- U/Ac)- 
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height. However, for such a design using the minimum number of 
eight outer wave guides, the width, of the trapezoidal wave guide 
is too small to permit propagation of the TEl0 mode. A simple means 
of lowering the cutoff frequency is by the use of a longitudinal ridge 
in the trapezoidal wave guide. 

Ridge Wave Guide Design 

Kamo and Whinnery1 describe a method of "foreshortening" the 
transverse dimension of a rectangular wave guide by the use of a 

 1_ 
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Pig. 14—Omniguide cross section design curves. 

ridge in order to lower the cutoff frequency. A more complete analysis 
presenting design equations and curves is given by Cohn.2 

The ridge in a rectangular wave guide may be considered as a 
capacity in shunt with the inductive regions on either side. Hence, 
the resonant (or cutoff ) frequency may be changed without altering 
the wave-guide width by adjusting the ridge height. 

1 S. Ramo and J. R. Whinnery, Fields and Waves in Modern Radio, John 
Wiley and Sons, N. Y., 1944; p. 363. 

2 Seymour B. Cohn, "Properties of Ridge Wave Guide," Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 35, p. 783, August, 1947. 
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Experimental measurements have shown that the data given by 
Cohn may also be used for approximate design of a ridged trapezoidal 
wave guide having a mean width, ax, equal to the rectangular-wave- 
guide width. With the dimensions given in Figure 3, the calculated 
relative phase velocity at 820 megacycles was 1.27 as compared to a 
measured value of 1.31. 

Slot Radiators 

The laterally displaced, longitudinal slot was used as the basic 
radiating element because of the following advantages: 

(1) Simplicity of construction, 

(2) No auxiliary probe or loop coupling required, 

(3) Greater control of the slot impedance and radiation coefficient, 

(4) Elimination of dipole elements protruding outside of the 
octagonal antenna structure. 

Slots of this type have been used extensively in the past for radar 
and other applications.3 4 In general, a narrow slot radiator, operatsd 
near its first resonance (approximately one-half wavelength long) and 
coupled to a rectangular wave guide by lateral displacement, may oe 
considered as essentially equivalent to a single admittance in shunt 
with the transmission line at the midpoint of the slot, provided that 
the field distortion in the slotted section is small. Both the slot coupling 
to the wave guide and the resonant slot length are functions of tie 
slot offset distance. 

In the first model of the Omniguide antenna, the 20-foot aperture 
was uniformly illuminated by a center-fed array of 24 identical slots 
equally spaced at one-half guide wavelength intervals. Adjacent slcts 
on each half of the array are staggered on opposite sides of the rid^e 
wave guide center line to compensate for the 180° phase reversal at 
half-wave intervals on the line. 

The first array design consisted of slots having a normalized con- 
ductance of 1/12 so that the input to each half of the 24-slot array 
would be matched. However, calculations of impedance versus fre- 
quency showed that considerable bandwidth improvement could be 
obtained by increasing or "overloading"5 the slot coupling to the 

* ridge wave guide. 

3 R. J. Stegen, "Slot Radiators and Arrays at X-Band," Transactions 
of the I.R.E., PGAP-1, p. 62, February, 1952. 

4 R. J. Stegen, "UHF-TV Radiators Using Slot Arrays," Electronics, 
p. 152, July, 1953. 5 Microwave Antenna Theory and Design, M.l.T. Radiation Laboratory 
Series, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., N. Y., 1949; p. 824. 
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Mechanical details and frequency characteristics of the final slot 
design are Riven in Figure 15. Measured admittance values versus 
frequency are plotted on the Smith chart of Figure 16 for a single 
row of 12 slots. Curves are shown both with and without the fiberglass 
protective covering. It was found on the test model that a slight final 
impedance adjustment was desirable by shifting the position of the 
ridge shorting bars at the top and bottom of the ridge guides. 

All measurements on the Omniguide antenna were made without 
the fiberglass covering. It is seen from Figure 16 that a slight re- 

T 
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Fig. 15—Design and frequency characteristic of the slot used in the 
Omniguide antenna constructed for Channel 72. 

matching of the octagonal guide is required after the covering is in 
place. The fiberglass cylinders are constructed in approximately three- 
foot lengths for ease of assembly. Hence the final matching adjustment 
may be made by separating the center cylinders to expose the voltage 
probe extensions. 

The Circularizer 

Circular polarization was obtained by a method described by Fox0 

G A. Gardner Fox, "An Adjustable Wave Guide Phase Changer," Proc. 
I.R.E., Vol. 35, p. 1489, December, 1947. 
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ADMITTANCE OF A 
SINGLE ROW OF 
12 SLOTS 

SUSCEPTANCE 

slots. 

which utilizes capacitive fins or ridges to obtain a relative phase 
difference between orthogonal mode components. A cross section 3f 
the octagonal wave guide with a pair of fins attached to the opposite 
inner walls is shown in Figure 17. The input TEU wave, polarized in 

Fig. 17—Measured relative phase velocities of the TEn and TMn mores 
versus the relative ridge height. 

FREQ 
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a plane oriented at 45° with respect to the plane of the fins, may be 
resolved into two equal, orthogonal components, modes I and II. Mode 
I has a lower phase velocity than mode II because of the capacitive 
loading. 

The relative phase velocity for the two component modes was 
measured at 820 megacycles for various fin heights and plotted in 
Figure 17. The measured TM^ phase velocity in the finned section 
was also plotted on the same chart. Since the TM01 cutoff is rapidly 
approached as the fin height is increased, a relatively low fin height 
of 7/16 inch was chosen for the design. 

For this particular size of fin, the relative phase shift difference, i//, 
between the two modes in a given line length, L, may be com- 
puted as follows: 

t = (Pi — /?o) L, (8) 

where and /?2 are the phase constants of modes I and II, respectively. 
This may be expressed in terms of the relative phase velocities, v1 and 
v2, of the two modes as 

2ttL 
^ =   (l/v, — l/v..) . (9) 

A 

Knowing the relative phase difference per unit length in terms of 
the fin height, the complete circularize!" section may be designed to 
produce quadrature phase relationship. The final design as used in 
the Omniguide antenna for Channel 72 is drawn in Figure 18. Quarter- 
wave steps are provided at the ends of the fins to reduce the reflections 
from the transition discontinuity. 

Figure 19 shows the bandwidth characteristic of this circularize!- 
versus frequency. For this test, the circularize!- was inserted in a 
matched, octagonal wave guide and the axial ratio of the elliptically 
polarized wave measured as the frequency was changed. It is seen that 
this fin design covers a wide range of frequencies. 

TEM Mode Sound Excitation 

The dominant TEll mode transmission in the hollow cylindrical 
wave guide is followed in order by the TM01 and TE.n modes as the 
frequency is increased. A variation of the Omniguide antenna is made 
possible by adding a coaxial inner conductor to the octagonal wave 
guide. This conductor may be considered as an extension of the coaxial 
probe in the octagonal shorting plate (section B-B of Figure 1) down- 
ward to the sound excitation probe in the diplexer section. Installing 
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Fig. 18—Dimensions of the circularize!- design for Channel 72. 

the inner conductor in the wave guide changes the hollow tube to a 
coaxial line carrying the principal, or TEM, wave. In this case, the 
next higher modes propagated are the TEn and then the TE2l modes 
as the frequency is increased. 

With respect to the picture signal, the previous description of tne 
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Pig. 19—Bandwidth of the circularly polarizing fins. The measured axial 
ratio of the picture field at the center of the antenna is plotted versus 

frequency. 
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antenna operation also applies to this case. The sound signal, how- 
ever, is fed upward on the coaxial line as a TEM mode instead of the 
TM(n mode. Although this variation of the antenna is more compli- 
cated mechanically, the frequency band over which the octagonal wave 
guide can operate with decoupled picture and sound modes is increased 
considerably. 

This is illustrated graphically by the drawing of Figure 20, in 
which the TMn[ mode in the hollow guide is shown as degenerating into 
the TFJM mode in the coaxial guide, thus increasing the useful range 
several times. In both cases, the upper limit is chosen near the 
threshold of the undesired TE.2i mode. 

Fig. 20—Diagram showing the increase in useful range secured by employ- 
ing an inner conductor in the octagonal wave guide. 

An increase in the TEn and TE2l cutoff wavelengths results as 
the inner conductor is made larger for a given outer conductor.7 Tests 
made on the Omniguide antenna showed that the addition of a 2-inch 
inner conductor changed the relative phase velocity from 1.44 to 1.36. 

In the previously described diplexer, the lower portion of the 
octagonal wave guide forms a shorted stub in shunt with the picture 
input line. The length of this stub at picture carrier frequency is 1% 
wavelengths because of the necessary line offsets to prevent cross 
coupling. As a result, the picture input bandwidth is limited due to 
the rapid variation of the stub reactance with change in frequency. 
This bandwidth limitation has been overcome with an end-fed diplexer 
developed after the first model of the Omniguide antenna was con- 
structed. 

ir o 
o 
o 

End-Fed Diplexek 

• Theodore Moreno, Microwave Transmission Design Data, McGraw- 
Hill Book Co., Inc., N. Y., 1948; p. 71. 
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In this improved version, shown in Figure 21, the rectangular wave 
guide from the picture transmitter joins the bottom of the octagonal 
wave guide by means of a flared or tapered section. This end-fed, 
tapered section provides a broad-band transition between the rectang- 
ular and octagonal wave guides as well as eliminating the shunting stub. 

The picture signal reflected from the radiating system is bypassed 
to the absorbing resistor through a rectangular wave guide joined to 
the side of the octagonal wave guide. The center of this rectangular 

zf 1-0 
I ANTENNA 

wave guide is positioned vertically an odd multiple of quarter wave- 
lengths from the effective short presented by the tapered section to 
the reflected wave. 

The sound coaxial line is injected through the narrow wall of the 
picture input rectangular wave guide. The inner conductor of this 
line extends horizontally through the neutral plane of the rectangular 
wave guide to a short-circuited stub on the opposite narrow wall. This 
latter line functions as a mechanical support as well as a tuning means. 

Another coaxial conductor extends vertically from the mid-point of 
the horizontal inner conductor in the rectangular wave guide to 
propagate the sound signal as either a TMol mode or a TEM mode in 
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the octagonal wave guide. There will be no cross coupling between the 
sound and picture lines because of the symmetry of the arrangement. 

The bandwidth advantage of this arrangement is demonstrated in 
Figure 22, which gives a comparison of the voltage-standing-wave ratio 
characteristics on the picture input line for the two types of diplexers. 

Transmission Lines 

At present, there are two standard sizes of rectangular wave guide 
transmission line commercially available for UHF television applica- 
tions. The smaller of these, type WR-1150, with inside dimensions of 
5% inches by 11 inches, was used in the constructed Omniguide 
antenna for the picture input and absorbing resistor lines. The rec- 
tangular wave guides were energized from 3-inch coaxial lines by an 
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Fig. 22—A comparison of the voltage-standing-wave ratio characteristics of 
the side-fed diplexer and the end-fed diplexer as measured on the picture 

input line to the Omniguide antenna. 

offset probing system described by Mumford.8 Although a 3-inch 
coaxial line was used for the sound input, a rectangular wave guide 
could be easily adapted for this purpose. 

In actual installations employing the twin line feed system, two 
3-inch or 6-inch coaxial transmission lines could be used for energizing 
the Omniguide antenna if the power and line-loss limits were not 
exceeded. For higher power transmitters and long-line applications, 
however, it might be necessary to use two rectangular wave guides. 
In this case, the economic and mechanical considerations form a major 
factor in the practical design of the system. 

An alternative feed method is the possibility of using a single 

s W. W. Mumford, "The Optimum Piston Position for Wide-Band Co- 
axial-to-Waveguide Transducers," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 41, p. 256, February, 
1953. 
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circular wave guide as a dual-purpose transmission line for feedi ig 
the Omnigxiide antenna. Both the picture and sound signals could be 
launched on the circular wave guide as cross-polarized TEn waves, 
theoretically decoupled independent of frequency change. Additional 
inherent advantages are very high power-handling capacity and lowered 
wind loading. 

No experiments have been made to date to determine the extent 
of cross coupling between the two modes in long runs of wave guide 
caused by mechanical irregularities or unsymmetrical discontinuities. 
It is believed, however, that if cross coupling did occur in a mechan- 
ically stable system, suitable balancing means could be provided at tne 
terminals to decouple the signals. 

Another transmission system on which experiments have been con- 
ducted is a dual-mode wave guide made by passing a continuous metal 
septum through the center of a circular wave guide. By transmitting 
the picture and sound signals separately in the two semicircular wave 
guides formed by this septum, the cross-coupling problem is solved 
regardless of possible discontinuities. This is accompanied, however, 
by increased losses due to current flow in the metal septum. 

The dominant mode in the semicircular wave guide corresponds to 
the TEji mode in circular wave guide, and also has the same cutoff 
wavelength in terms of the radius. However, no mode corresponding 
to the TMm mode in circular wave guide can be propagated in tne 
semicircular wave guide. The first higher mode in the latter line cor- 
responds to the TE.j, mode of circular wave guide and has a cutoff 
frequency which is 65.9 per cent higher than the dominant mode cutoff 
frequency. In the circular wave guide, the TMny mode has a cutoff fre- 
quency which is 30.6 per cent higher than that of the TEiX mode. 
Hence, the semicircular wave guide has a considerable larger frequency 
range of operation than the circular wave guide. 

An interesting comparison may be made between the split circular 
wave guide and the dual rectangular wave guide system formed by 
passing a septum through a square wave guide. For the same cutcff 
frequency, it is found that the split circular wave guide has slightly 
less attenuation than the split square wave guide and requires 3 psr 
cent less material. The maximum cross-sectional dimension (and heni-e 
the wind load) of the split circular line is 17 per cent less than that 
of the split square line. 

Complete UHF Band Coverage 

For the previously described system as constructed for Channel 72, 
several television channels may be covered by only rematching the 
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picture and sound inputs and the antenna load to the octagonal wave 
guide. Using other sets of redesigned slotted cover plates, a band- 
width of approximately 7 per cent may be covered without change in 
the circularize!- or absorbing resistor. This is also the useful range 
of the octagonal wave guide using the TM(n mode for the sound feed. 

On the basis of the data obtained on the constructed antenna, the 
entire UHF band may be covered with nine different scaled sizes of 
the basic octagonal and trapezoidal structure. For this design, the 
maximum values of the relative phase velocities for each of the nine 
sizes are 3.7 and 1.5 for the TMol and TE^ modes, respectively. 

A second alternative exists if it is desired to combine the picture 
and sound signals with a frequency-selective filter. For this case, the 
sound input to the antenna is removed, and the single transmission 
line joins to the picture input of the antenna. Since the TMm mode 
is not used, the lower limit of operation may be extended considerably 
so that the entire UHF band could be covered with only three basic 
sizes of antenna structures. Under this condition, the TEXX phase 
velocity would not exceed a maximum value of 1.9. For each size, the 
component requirements would be: 7 to 10 sets of slotted cover plates, 
at least three different circularizer designs, and 5 to 10 readjustments 
on the absorbing resistor. In addition, it would be necessary to rematch 
the octagonal wave guide and signal input lines for each channel. 

With the use of an inner conductor in the octagonal wave guide, 
the bandwidth may be increased considerably while still retaining the 
advantage of diplexed picture and sound feeds. The same number of 
component shapes and adjustments as in the second alternative would 
be needed to cover the UHF range in three basic structure sizes. The 
maximum value of the T-B1!, relative phase velocity in this case would 
be 1.7. 
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P-N-P TRANSISTORS USING 

HIGH-EMITTER-EFFICIENCY ALLOY MATERIALS! 

By 

L. D. Armstrong,* C. L. Carlson,* and M. Bentivegna# 

Summary—In the past, the performance of p-n-p alloy transistors at 
high currents has been limited by the decrease of emitter efficiency with 
current level. The addition of small percentages of gallium or aluminum 
to indium, for use as the emitter alloy, produces greatly improved high- 
current characteristics. As compared with pure indium, the use of galhum 
alloys improves emitter efficiency by about 3.5 times, and the use of ahani- 
num-bearing alloys by about 10 times. Techniques for preparation of the 
alloys and results of tests on transistors using the various emitters are 
described. Volume lifetime is measured as a function of injection leve* to 
permit comparison with the theoretical equations for current amplification 
factor. These measurements are discussed briefly, and a revised equation 
for current amplification factor at high currents is given. 

Introduction 

ONE of the most common methods used in making rectifying p-n 
junctions in semiconductors is the alloy process.1'2 In this 
technique a metal is alloyed into the semiconductor. When 

cooling takes place, some of the metal atoms remain in the recrystal- 
lized material. Depending on the choice of metal used for alloying, 
the recrystallized zone may be either "n" or "p" type. 

A metal must have certain characteristics to be suitable for alloying 
into a semiconductor to form rectifying junctions and transistors. It 
should have low vapor pressure at the alloying temperature so that; it 
will not evaporate and thus spread over the entire surface of the dev: ce. 
It should be soft to minimize mechanical strain during freezing £,nd 
cooling. It should readily wet the surface of the semiconductor in a 
controllable fashion. Electrically, the junctions so formed should have 
low saturation currents, high reverse impedances, and low forward 

t Presented at the I.R.E.-A.l.E.E. Conference on Semiconductor Deiice 
Research, Philadelphia, Pa., June 20, 1955. 

+ RCA Semiconductor Division, Harrison, N. J. 
# Formerly RCA Semiconductor Division, Harrison, N. J.; now with 

CBS Hytron, Danvers, Mass. 
1 R. R. Law, C. W. Mueller, J. I. Pankove, and L. D. Armstrong, "A 

Developmental Germanium P-N-P Junction Transistor," Proc. I.R.E., Vo'. 
40, p. 1352, November, 1952. 

2 R. N. Hall, "Power Rectifiers and Transistors," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 40, 
p. 1512, November, 1952. 
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resistance. The breakdown voltage should be high. If the alloy is 
intended for use as the emitter of a transistor, the injection efficiency 
of the junction, y, should be high.:! 

Because indium satisfies these requirements well, it has been widely 
used in the familiar p-n-p transistor. At high current levels, however, 
the injection efficiency of the emitter junction decreases, causing a 
reduction in current amplification factor.4 In addition, the current 
amplification factor varies from unit to unit when indium emitters are 
used, indicating possible variations in emitter efficiency. 

Shockley3 has pointed out that emitter efficiency depends on the 
ratio of majority-carrier concentration on the two sides of the emitter 
junction. The emitter efficiency and, hence, current amplification factor 
are higher in transistors having high-conductivity emitter regions. In 
a p-n-p alloy transistor, the critical region is the p-type layer formed 
during the recrystallization process. A possible method of improving 
emitter efficiency involves the use of alloying materials having higher 
segregation coefficients, i.e., metals which are more soluble in solid 
germanium. When recrystallization occurs, a higher concentration of 
these metals remains in the recrystallized germanium, and the desired 
higher conductivity results. 

Experimental Work with Gallium and Aluminum Alloys 

Both gallium and aluminum have the desired characteristics for use 
as possible p-type "doping" agents. Their segregation coefficients at 
the melting point of germanium are 100 times greater than that of 
indium. It is reasonable to expect that they will also be more soluble 
than indium in solid germanium at the lower temperatures used in 
alloying. However, the physical properties of both metals have limita- 
tions. Gallium, for example, is molten at room temperature and cannot 
be used for mechanical support of connections. It is also difficult to 
alloy appreciable quantities of gallium with most other soft metals. 
Many three-component alloys containing gallium and other soft metals 
become hard and very brittle, frequently breaking into powder during 
subsequent processing. Aluminum, on the other hand, quickly forms 
an oxide surface which makes alloying difficult. When alloyed with 
germanium, it also forms a hard and brittle eutectic which makes 
penetration control difficult and causes severe mechanical strains. 

Fortunately, it has been found that the advantages of both gallium 

3 W. Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors, D. Van Nostrand 
& Co., New York, N. Y., 1950; pp. 90-91. 

' W. M. Webster, "On the Variation of Junction-Transistor Current 
Amplification Factor with Emitter Current," Proa. I.R.E., Vol. 42, p. 914, 
June, 1954. 
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and aluminum as "doping" agents may be retained when only small 
percentages of these metals are combined with one or more other com- 
ponents." With these low concentrations, some of the mechanical diffi- 
culties can be minimized. 

Keproducible gallium-bearing alloys have been made using indium 
as a major element, with small percentages of gallium and gold or silver 
added. The third constituent, gold or silver, acts as a carrier agent 
for the gallium, and insures that the gallium content is reproducible 
and consistent. In addition, the use of gold or silver favorably modifies 
the surface tension of the alloy, improves its wetting properties, and 
results in more consistent and uniform alloy penetration. 

These gallium-bearing alloys exhibit alloying and recrystallization 
properties similar to those of pure indium. The depth of penetration 
or alloying depends on the relative amounts of the three materials. In 
general, the percentages of gallium and carrier metal are not critical. 
Satisfactory results have been obtained with alloys having gallium 
concentrations between 0.1 and 0.5 per cent, and gold or silver con- 
centrations between 2 and 10 per cent. 

It is more difficult to obtain consistent wetting and alloying of alloys 
containing 0.5 to 2.0 per cent aluminum in indium. Three methods htve 
produced fairly satisfactory results, although each has disadvantages. 
In the first method, a dot of indium is first soldered or alloyed to ger- 
manium at a relatively low temperature. Another indium dot contain- 
ing a small percentage of aluminum is then placed on top of the first 
dot and the combination is fired at a higher temperature. During firing, 
the aluminum from the second dot mixes with the first, or pre-wetted, 
dot. In'the second method, an aluminum-bearing dot is soldered to 
germanium with the aid of a chemical flux. Metallic (zinc-chlorice) 
fluxes tend to leach out the aluminum and produce low emitter efficiency. 
Satisfactory results have been obtained with some organic fluxes. The 
third method involves the preparation of special alloying dots in which 
the aluminum-bearing portion is surrounded by or sandwiched between 
layers of a "good-wetting" indium alloy or pure indium. The external 
layers wet the germanium at a fairly low temperature, but the aluni- 
num becomes uniformly distributed only at higher alloying tempera- 
tures. 

Junctions made with gallium or aluminum alloys exhibit essentially 
the same rectification properties as those made with pure indium. Be- 
cause the emitter efficiency is higher, the current amplification factor 

' A power transistor using gallium in the emitter was described by ' he 
Philips Company at Hamburg, Germany, in September, 1954. See also 
L. J, Tummers, "The Influence of Minority Carrier Injection on Pover 
Transistors," N.T.F., Beiheft No. 1, pp. 31-32, 1955. 
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is greater at normal currents and decreases at a slower rate with 
increasing current. If desired, germanium having a lower resistivity 
may be used with these alloys without significant reduction of current 
amplification factor. Consequently, more freedom is allowed in the 
choice of one of the important transistor-design parameters. 

Electrical Characteristics 

Figure 1 shows typical curves of small-signal common-emitter cur- 
rent amplification factor, o:c6, as a function of emitter-current density 
for transistors using emitters made of (1) indium, (2) indium-silver- 
gallium alloy and (3) indium-aluminum alloy. These units are identical 
except for emitter material. The emitter diameter is 0.015 inch and 
the junction spacing, W, is 0.0013 inch. The data shown in Figure 1 
was measured on what is termed a "raw" surface, i.e., a condition of 
low surface-recombination velocity, s, which is obtained by electrolytic 
etching. Similar curves are shown in Figure 2 for the same three 
transistors with the surface modified to increase s to a relatively high 
value. This modification reduces the current amplification factor 
greatly at low currents and to a smaller degree at high currents. 

It can be seen that the value of acb is considerably increased by the 
addition of gallium or aluminum and that this higher value is main- 
tained to much higher emitter currents than is possible with pure 
indium emitters. Some transistors using aluminum alloy emitters have 
exhibited values greater than 100 at emitter-current densities of 
1,000 amperes per square centimeter. It has also been found that the 
variation of small-signal current amplification factor (measured at 
low currents) between transistors is less when gallium-bearing alloys 
are used than when pure indium emitters are used. The reason for 
this improved uniformity may be simply that variations in emitter 
efficiency contribute to the spread of low-current ach when the emitter 
efficiency is low. Although transistors using aluminum-bearing alloys 
are even more variable at present than those using pure indium, the 
variation is probably due to the processing problems mentioned pre- 
viously. 

Theoretical Discussion 

As mentioned above, the current amplification factor of a transistor 
is limited by three factors: (a) surface recombination, (b) volume re- 
combination, and (c) emitter efficiency. In most p-n-p alloy transistors, 
surface recombination is the major limitation at low current levels, as 
discussed by Moore and Pankove.5 However, all three factors may vary 

5 A. Moore and J. I. Pankove, "Effect of Junction Shape and Surface 
Recombination on Transistor Current Gain," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 42, p. 907, 
June, 1954. 
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Fig. 1—Variation of small-signal current amplification factor, «cll, with 
emitter-current density for (1) pure indium, (2) gallium—indium, and (3) 

aluminum—indium emitters. Surface-recombination velocity, s, is low. 

Plg' 2—Variation of small-signal current amplification factor, acb, with 
emitter current density for (1) pure indium, (2) gallium-indium, and (£) 

aluminum-indium emitters. Surface-recombination velocity, s, is high 
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with emitter current, as shown by Webster,1 Rittner,6 and Misawa.7 

At higher currents, the relative importance of the three factors changes. 
The percentage of carriers lost from the base by surface recombination 
decreases by a factor of two due to the development of a small electric 
field in the base region which aids the flow of these carriers to the 
collector. Emitter efficiency decreases with increasing emitter current 
and eventually becomes more important than surface recombination in 
limiting the current amplification factor, 

It was assumed by Webster that volume lifetime would also decrease 
with increasing emitter current. This assumption was a consequence 
of treating volume recombination as a bimolecular process (i.e., the 
rate of recombination is proportional to the product of hole and electron 
densities). Recent experiments indicate that this theory is incorrect. 
Effective lifetime measurements were made on alloy junction diodes in 
the manner described by Lederhandler and Giacoletto.s The effects of 
surface recombination were minimized by making the diodes on thick 
slabs of n-type germanium having a resistivity of 1.5 ohm-centimeters. 
The diodes were etched in such a way that surface-recombination 
velocity was very low. Figure 3 shows the volume lifetime of two such 
diodes as a function of the ratio p/w0, where p is the injected density 
of holes and k.0 is the equilibrium density of electrons in the base 
material. It can be seen that the lifetime is fairly constant at low in- 
jection levels, increases somewhat as the injection level is increased, 
and then remains essentially constant to quite high injection levels. 
This data has been confirmed by W. P. Senett of the RCA Semiconduc- 
tor Division who has measured volume and surface recombination as 
functions of injection level by a different method in which pulsed light 
is used as a minority-carrier source. The behavior shown in Figure 3 
is qualitatively consistent with the Shockley-Read theory of recombina- 
tion.9 As a point of reference, when the emitter-current density is 
about 270 amperes per square centimeter, the injection level, p/n(>, is 
equal to 50 for a transistor in which the base region has a resistivity 
of 1.5 ohm-centimeters and a width of 0.0013 inch. 

These measurements indicate that the equation given by Webster 
for small-signal current amplification factor as a function of emitter 

6 E. S. Kittner, "Extension of the Theory of the Junction Transistor," 
Phys. Rev., Vol. 94, p. 1161, June, 19:54. 

7 T. Misawa, "Emitter Efficiency of Junction Transistors," Jour. Phys. 
Soc. Japan, Vol. 10, p. 362, May, 1955. 

8 S. Lederhandler and L. J. Giacoletto, "Measurement of Minority- 
Carrier Lifetime and Surface Effects in Junction Devices," Proc. I.R.E., 
Vol. 43, p. 477, April, 1955. 

9 W. Shockley and W. T. Read, Jr., "Statistics of the Recombinations 
of Holes and Electrons," Phys. Rev., Vol. 87, p. 835, September, 1952. 
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current should be revised. Experiments have shown that surface- 
recombination velocity, s, as well as volume lifetime, is fairly constant 
at higher injection levels (at least for the surface treatment described 
above). Only emitter efficiency, therefore, changes appreciably with 
current, causing the observed reduction in current amplification fac~or. 
At high currents (p/n0 » 1), the equation for current amplification 
factor in a p-n-p transistor is given by* 

Fig. 3—Variation of volume lifetime with injection level for two alloy- 
junction diodes. 

1 sAsW W2 1 W2 ij.c 
  = 1 1 I 1) 
acij 2 DpA ADv T 2 A (Te Le Dp 

where a,./, is the small-signal a-c collector-to-base current amplification 
factor, W is the effective junction spacing, s is the surface recombi la- 
tion velocity, A, is the area over which surface recombination taxes 

* Equation (1) supplied by W. M. Webster. The factor 1/2 which 
appears in the third term does not appear in Reference (4), but is the result 
of a more rigorous derivation6'7 which states that (ri,W/cr,L, should be multi- 
plied by (l-j-p/rio) rather than (IZ). At high currents, (l+p/no) 
approaches Z/2. 
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place, Z),, is the diffusion constant for holes in the base region, A is the 
area of the emitter, (je is the conductivity of the emitter region adjacent 
to the junction, Le is the diffusion length for electrons in the emitter 
region, r is the volume lifetime at high injection levels, iie is the elec- 
tron mobility, and IE is the d-c emitter current. 

The first term in Equation (1) represents the effects of carrier loss 
due to recombination at the surface. As Moore and Pankove5 have 
shown, this loss occurs mainly in a circular region around the emitter 
having a width approximately equal to the junction spacing, W. The 
second term gives the loss of carriers in the base region due to volume 
recombination, and the third term gives the effect of injection efficiency. 

20 30 4-0 50 60 
EMITTER - CURRENT DENSITY — AMPERES/CM2 

Fig. 4—Curves of 100/ffcs versus emitter-current density for (1) pure 
indium, (2) gallium-indium, and (3) aluminum-indium emitters. The value 

of can be obtained from these curves. 

Equation (1) indicates that the product (TeLe can be computed from 
the slope of a curve showing l/a^ as a function of IE provided the 
emitter area and the junction spacing are known. The data shown in 
Figure 1 is replotted in Figure 4 to show 100/ac6 as a function of 
emitter-current density. The curves in Figure 4 illustrate the differ- 
ence between the units. The values of aeLe obtained from these curves 
were approximately 0.6 mho for pure indium, 2 mhos when gallium is 
added, and 6 mhos for aluminum alloys. The values for indium and 
gallium alloys are relatively consistent, having a spread of about two 
to one, but wider variations are observed in aluminum alloys. Although 
values of (TeLe as high as 30 mhos have been observed, it is felt that 
6 mhos is a fairly typical figure. 
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Discussion 

The use of these alloys permits a given p-n-p geometry to be used 
at much higher currents than previously considered practical. The 
alloys are very useful, therefore, in power transistors for audio output 
stages, switching service, and the like. Because high current amplifi- 
cation factor values are maintained to high current levels, high-level 
operation with good sensitivity and low distortion is possible. W.th 
these alloys, it is also possible to make good emitters on low-resistivity 
base layers, and thus to improve high-frequency devices. A less obvious 
advantage concerns p-n-p and n-p-n transistors which are symmetrical 
in electrical characteristics. If two devices are identical in all respects 
(dimensions, conductivities, etc.) except that one is n-p-n and the other 
p-n-p, current amplification factor will decrease less rapidly with in- 
creasing emitter current in the n-p-n unit by the square of the ratio 
of electron mobility to hole mobility (4 in germanium).4 It is desirable, 
therefore, to use a higher value of a^L,, in the p-n-p transistor than in 
the n-p-n unit so that true complementary symmetry will be maintained 
at high currents. The flexibility introduced by the new p-type alloys 
permits closer matching of characteristics. 
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UNIFORM PLANAR ALLOY JUNCTIONS FOR 

GERMANIUM TRANSISTORS- 

By 

C. W. MUELLERf AND N. H. DlTRICK^ 

Summary—In the alloying process previously used, for example in 
germanium p-n-p junction transistors, wetting and alloying proceed simul- 
taneously. This often produces a rounded junction whose shape, area and 
penetration are not adequately controlled for close-spaced transistor devices. 
Techniques are described, which, by separating the wetting from the alloy- 
ing steps, achieve a control over junction geometry not heretofore realized. 
These techniques permit the alloy transistor to be economically exploited 
to considerably higher frequencies and constitute a major advance in junc- 
tion preparation. 

Uniform wetted areas are obtained in a low-temperature soldering 
operation using a small amount of zinc in the indium dot material and a 
liquid flux. Control of the dot material volume, alloying temperature, and 
crystal orientations provide for uniform penetration during the alloying 
process in an atmosphere chosen to restrict farther spreading. The dense 
(111) plane of the germanium wafer is used to provide a planar junction 
front. By this means an inherent structural property of the crystal is 
utilized to provide a flat junction front independent of minor variations in 
the physical environment. With these techniques junctions can be made that 
arc flat to within V2 micron (0.02 mil) over 90 per cent of their diameter. 

A slow cooling rate provides for uniform recrystallization of the dis- 
solved germanium. The uniform recrystallized region requires less etching 
and gives improved electrical performance. 

Introduction 

THE alloy junction has been widely used in audio transistors 
where a rounded junction shape can be accepted without serious 
undesirable effects. However, for many reasons, flat parallel 

junctions would be preferred. Flat parallel junctions are especially 
important to improve the uniformity of characteristics and to facilitate 
construction of transistors with small base widths. This paper de- 
scribes new techniques which are believed to constitute a major 
advance in the alloy junction art and which achieve a control over the 
junction geometry not heretofore realized by the alloy process. By 
the use of these new techniques, junctions can be made that are flat 
within Vii micron (0.02 mil) over 90 per cent of their diameter. 

At present, the method most generally used for making alloy junc- 

Presented at the I.R.E.-A.I.E.B, Conference on Semiconductor Re- 
search, Philadelphia, Pa., June 22, 1955. 

t RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 
t RCA Semiconductor Division, Harrison, N. J. 
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tions1 is to position an impurity dot on the base wafer and fire :he 
assembly in a reducing atmosphere. In this process, the dot material 
first wets at one point from which point alloying and wetting progress 
simultaneously. Thus, the dot penetrates and spreads out at the same 
time and a curved junction front as shown in cross section in Figure 
1 results. The final shape of the junction fi-ont can be altered somewnat 
by changing the temperature during the process cycle or apply^ng 
weights to the dots. However, as long as alloying and wetting take 
place at the same time, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to 
make a truly flat junction. The important feature of the new technique 
is that the present one-step process is separated into a three-step 
process: (1) the dot material is caused to wet a certain area of :he 

Fig. 1—Cross-section of p-n alloy junction diode, 

base wafer; (2) the dot material is alloyed into the base wafer without 
further wetting; (3) the dissolved germanium with a small amount 
of dot material is recrystallized upon the base wafer. Each of these 
steps is important and will be discussed in order. The new technique 
has been applied to p (indium-rich) dot material on n germanium 
with about 10,000 edge dislocations per square centimeter, and the 
description that follows is applicable thereto. Similar techniques to 
those to be described can be employed for other types of dot materials 
and semiconductors. 

Wetting and Soldering 

Good wetting over the entire dot area is a prerequisite for obtaining 
uniform planar junctions. To prevent appreciable alloy penetration 

1 R. R. Law, C. W. Mueller, J. I. Pankove, and L. D. A7-mstrong,_ "A 
Developmental Germanium P-N-P Junction Transistor," Proc. I.R.E., /ol. 
4,0, pp. 1352-1357, November, 1952. 
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from taking place during the wetting process, this operation must be 
carried out at a low temperature, say 300° to 350° C. for an indium- 
rich material. At these low temperatures, hydrogen is no longer useful 
as a flux and other fluxes must be used. The flux must clean the surface 
to permit wetting and also reduce the molten liquid surface tension. 
The dot material then flows out over a well-defined reproducible area. 
Any residual products of the flux must be either removed by subsequent 
cleaning or must produce no deleterious effects in the final junction. 
Wetting is also dependent upon the dot material, and alloys of indium 
with certain others metals have been found to be superior to pure 
indium. Although the art of soldering is old, adequate theories or 
data are not available to explain the various wetting properties. This 
subject has been surveyed by Bondi.2 

A liquid flux containing zinc chloride, similar to that used by tin- 
smiths for decades, was employed with some success in wetting indium 
to germanium. It has good wetting properties, but dissolves a consid- 
erable amount of indium when heated. The dissolved indium is then 
deposited as a thin spotty layer around the dot periphery. This con- 
dition, aptly called "measles," can cause death or crippling illness to 
the junction and in any event causes penetration over an uncontrollable 
area during the subsequent alloying step. One possible solution to the 
problem is to use a different flux, but no flux other than those contain- 
ing ZnCl2 has been found which will cause pure indium to wet ger- 
manium satisfactorily at about 300° C. However, if 1 per cent zinc 
is added to the indium, the wetting properties are improved. Zinc is 
a p-type impurity and does not change the electrical characteristics of 
the junction. However, the better wetting properties permit the use 
of a weak flux to obtain satisfactory wetting at 300° C. A suitable 
nonmetallic flux is the following: 

Ammonium chloride ■— NHiCl 2 grams 

Hydrazine monohydrobromide — NJI, • HBr 2 grams 

Methanol — CILCH 10 cc 

Water — H-0 5 cc 

Glycerin — C3Hs(OH)3 1 cc 

This flux dissolves less indium and avoids the difficulties mentioned 
above when zinc chloride is used. Some of the commercial fluxes as for 
instance Divco 521' also work reasonably well in this respect. 

2 A. Bondi, "The Spreading of Liquid Metals on Solid Surfaces," Chem- 
ical Review, Vol. 52, pp. 417-458, 1953. 

* Product of Division Lead Company, Chicago, Illinois. 
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The details of the wetting or soldering operation are as follows: 
(1) The 1 per cent zinc-indium alloy is made into balls of the 

desired volume. 
(2) The balls are etched in a 1 per cent HC1 solution for thi-ee 

minutes, then washed in deionized water. Rinsed in methanol end 
dried. 

(3) The balls are placed in the previously described nonmetailic 
flux, the excess flux drained off and then placed on the germanium 
wafer in an anodized aluminum jig. (Jigs are used only during the 
soldering operation.) 

(4) The assembly is placed in a furnace with a pure dry hydrogen 
atmosphere, heated rapidly to 340° C and held there for 3 minutes. 
(This firing may also be done in air with reasonable success.) 

(5) The germanium wafer is now washed in a 10 per cent KC1 
solution and then rinsed in a deionized water solution containing a 
few drops of Triton X-102* wetting agent. 

With the above processing, the dots are firmly soldered to the 
germanium, and by a process of alloying, a small amount of germanium 
is taken into solution by the zinc-indium. The initial penetration is 
about 0.1 mil. 

It is important to have some means of evaluating the wettirg- 
soldering operation. The standard technique for doing this is to 
remove the dot material from the germanium by dissolving the dot 
with hydrochloric acid. (This does not attack the germanium.) The 
exposed surface structure is then examined microscopically for un- 
wetted areas. This technique is tedious and difficult to interpret 
exactly. A refinement of this technique using preferential crystalliza- 
tion of germanium makes the interpretation and absolute evaluat.on 
more definite. A germanium wafer with its face about 10 degrees off 
the (111) crystal plane is used for these tests. The recrystallized 
germanium surfaces follow the (111) faces so there will be a lO-degree 
difference between the surface planes of the recrystallized area 2nd 
the unwetted area. Thus, if vertical illumination is used for the exam- 
ination and if the surface is adjusted so light is reflected into the lens 
from the germanium wafer surface, all unwetted areas will be bright 
and easily detected. Figure 2 shows the application of this technic ue 
to accentuate an unwetted area. 

Alloying 

In the alloying operation, the dot material penetrates the ger- 
manium wafer. It is generally desirable to arrange the alloying 

Pioduct of Rohm and Haas Resinous Products Division, Phila., Pa. 
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condition so that it {kS an equilibrium process in which case the depth 
of penetration is independent of time of alloying. The depth of 
penetration is determined by alloying temperature, dot volume, and 
wetted area with the aid of standard phase diagrams. The dot volume 
and wetted area are so chosen that the wetting angle between the 
dot and germanium surfaces is such that further spreading due to 
liquid forces is minimized. To prevent further wetting during alloying, 
a neutral or slightly oxidizing atmosphere is desirable. 

Indium alloying into germanium is a dissolving process similar 
in many respects to etching of germanium by acid. The rate of pene- 
tration is different for the various crystal planes so that the crystal- 
lographic orientation of the germanium wafer is important. The (111) 
crystallographic plane (see Figure 3) is most densely populated and 

Pig. 2—Recrystallized region on an off-axis crystal, 

the atoms in these planes are tied together by 3 bonds. The single 
bond (pointing upward in Figure 8) is most easily removed, thus 
giving pentration principally by the peeling off of layers. The (111) 
plane, therefore, acts as a natural leveling means to flatten out the 
alloying front. Better leveling action is obtained if near-equilibrium 
conditions prevail. For this reason, a gradual increase in temperature 
is desirable; 20° C per minute from 300° C to the final temperature 
is satisfactory. 

In a germanium crystal there are other (111) planes that can act 
to resist alloy penetration. These planes can be located by remember- 
ing that the 4 bonds of each atom of Figure 3 point in a [111] direction 
and the location of the planes are then perpendicular to these direc- 
tions. A set of planes will then intersect to form a truncated pyramid 
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as sketched in Figure 4a. Figure 4b shows the top view of a junction 
in which the triangular shape is evident. If a junction is sectioned 
along the place indicated in Figure 4a, it should intersect the bottom 
plane and be perpendicular to the right (111) plane. The line of inter- 
section should include a 110-degree angle. Figure 4c shows such a 
cross-section with the correct angle of 110 degrees. The left inter- 
section is rounded because the original round liquid front and the 
sharp angle of the (111) planes are incompatible. 

The highly restrictive action of the (111) plane is shown in Figure 
5a with a corresponding pictorial sketch in Figure 5b. Here the alloy- 

Fig. 3—Model of germanium crystal lattice. 

ing was done on a crystal 9 degrees off axis. The resulting junction 
was flat but at the corresponding 9-degree angle with the surface. 

The restrictive influences of the side (111) planes have a deleterious 
effect if there are unwetted spots. Where the (111) planes are well 
defined, they tend to prevent the undercutting of an unwetted section 
on the triangular sides and cause the unwetted region to propagate 
itself. Such an unwetted spot is shown in Figure 6. Note that the 
junction is flat on both sides of the unwetted area. 

The success of this new technique in obtaining flat junctions can 
be seen in Figure 4c. No deviations can be detected in the bottom of 
the junction when compared with the microscope cross hair at a mag- 
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a. Sketch of (111) planes in solid. 

mmm 

b. Top view of indium dot showing triangular shape. 

c. Cross section of p-n junction. 

Fig. 4—Influence of (111) planes on wetting, 

nification of 480 times. This degree of flatness is convincing evidence 
that the junction surface is determined by a crystal plane. In experi- 
mental lots of six units, flat junctions have been made that showed a 
variation of ±0.025 mil in the location of the junction. Thus, not only 
do these new techniques provide for microscopically flat junctions, but 
also for precise control of their location. 

Junction sectioning as shown in Figure 4 was very useful in evalu- 
ating the new alloying process. The major requirement of a cross- 
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sectioning method in addition to showing a true high-definition picture 
is that the method be fast so that a large number of samples can ^e 
readily examined. An improved method for rapidly exposing junctions 
was developed and proved to be an important tool. Details are given 
in the Appendix. 

(ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILS) 

Fig. 5—Effect of crystal orientation. 

Eecrystallization 

Recrystallization of the dissolved germanium back upon the base 
wafer as a good single crystal is the final step in the formation of a 
junction. For greater uniformity and crystal perfection, recrystallisa- 
tion should proceed on a near equilibrium basis. A gradual decrease 
in temperature is required; a 20°C reduction per minute has been 
satisfactory. 
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When the temperature is decreased gradually, substantially all the 
dissolved germanium is redeposited on the base and a uniformly thick 
recrystallized region as shown in Figure 4c is obtained. Dendritic 
growth, a potential source of noise, is also eliminated. The thin re- 
crystallized end regions obtained in the single step alloying process 
(see Figure 1) are not present. The usual heavy etching used to remove 
these thin regions is no longer required. Another result of the gradual 
decrease in temperature is the absence of germanium crystallites 
scattered through the resolidified indium. This makes the connection 
of wire leads to the dots considerably easier. 

Fig. 6—p-n junction showing an unwetted area. 

Conclusions 

Junctions made by the three-step process outlined have the follow- 
ing desirable characteristics: 

(1) Flat bottom surface. 
(2) Exactly defined depth and area. 

(3) Uniformly thick recrystallized regions. 
(4) Absence of thin end regions and dendritic growth. 

(5) Absence of germanium crystallites in the dots. 

The net result of these characteristics is a uniform well-defined 
junction with considerably improved electrical properties. Thus, the 
upper frequency limit to which the alloy transistor can be economically 
exploited is considerably extended. 
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Appendix — Junction Sectioning Technique 

To prepare a germanium junction for sectioning, it is firnly 
mounted on a suitable stem and lead wires are attached to the indium 
dots. No encapsulant or potting material is necessary, thus speeding 
up the process greatly. 

The mounted pellet assembly is then clamped in the sectioning ;ig. 
Figure 7, with the free end of the germanium crystal down through 
the slot in the jig. A piece of No. 1 metalographic paper is placed on 
a smooth flat surface with the abrasive side up. Two paper strips are 
placed on the paper with their edges parallel and about % inch apsrt. 
The jig is then placed on the paper strips so that the jig body itself 
is on the paper strips, but the slot Is over the abrasive between "he 

Fig. 7—Sectioning jig. 

paper strips. The jig is then moved along the paper strips with ihe 
weight of the jig slide holding the germanium down against the 
abrasive in one direction of travel and with the slide raised as the jig 
is moved in the other direction. The cutting is done in one direction 
only in order to obtain a plane surface over the germanium wafer. 
When the germanium wafer is ground down to within 5 or 6 mils of 
the point where the junction shapes are to be examined, the Nc. 1 
metalographic paper is replaced by No. 0 emery and the grinding pro- 
cedure continued through successively finer paper down to 4/0. ^he 
final polish is done on a glass plate using Linde' A aluminum oxide 
powder mixed with water. The jig is used directly on glass with no 
paper strips this time. The polishing strokes must be in the seme 
direction as was used for grinding. A highly polished surface is not 

* Trademark of Linde Air Products Co., New York, N. Y. 
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necessary if the copper plating technique described below is used to 
increase contrast. 

When the polishing is completed, the transistor is removed from 
the jig and washed thoroughly with water. It is then etched for about 
one second in a mixture of 5 parts nitric acid, 5 parts hydrofluoric acid 
and 2 parts water. After rinsing with water, it is connected in the cir- 
cuit shown in Figure 8 and immersed in a solution of CuCNHg^COH), 
(with just enough NH4OH to clear the solution) contained in a copper 
cup.2 Copper is selectively plated on the p-type germanium regions 
by depressing the push button for a total of about three seconds. This 
is normally done by using three one-second pulses separated by an 

Fig. 8—Plating circuit. 

intei\al of a few seconds to prevent depletion of the electrolyte near 
the germanium. 

The unit is then washed with water and dried. The junction con- 
tours can now be seen by viewing the transistor through a microscope 
having vertical illumination. The junction locations may be seen both 
as a color difference and as a fine line caused by selective electrolytic 
etching at the junction interface. 

By use of the described procedure, a satisfactory sample can be 
prepared in about 15 minutes. Multiple jigs that hold three units 
may also be used. 

* The resistivity of the plating solution is 600 to 800 ohm centimeters. 
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MINIATURE LOUDSPEAKERS FOR PERSONAL 

RADIO RECEIVERS 

By 

John C. Bleazey, John Preston, and Everett G. May 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 

Summnry—This paper presents two small experimental loudspeakers of 
the same general design, suitable for use in personal radio receivers. The 
design of the magnetic structure is unconventional in that the loudspeaker 
cone housing and the magnet occupy the same space, and the over-all loud- 
speaker depth is thereby reduced. The vibrating system of the loudspeaker 
is conventional so that the directional characteristics, distortion, and fre- 
quency response are, in general, similar to a completely conventional loud- 
speaker of the same diameter. 

Some general design considerations applicable to this type loudspeaker 
are discussed, together ivith a chart summarizing these design considerations. 

Introduction 

ITH the present trend toward personal radio receivers of 
smaller size and weight, and with the use of transistors in 
such receivers, the size and weight of the loudspeaker be- 

comes increasingly important. The major design problem in this type 
loudspeaker is that of balancing cubical content against sensitivity; 
of a secondary order, within reasonable limits, are frequency response, 
distortion, weight, etc. The loudspeaker designs presented in this 
paper result in a minimum dimension in depth, and use an internal 
magnet well shielded by the magnetic structure, so that the possibil.ty 
of saturating the ferrite core of the receiver antenna by the magnetic 
field of the loudspeaker should be reduced. 

Two experimental loudspeakers of the same general design tre 
presented; one, 2% inches in diameter; the other, 2% inches in diam- 
eter. Experimental results on each loudspeaker are presented so that 
for a given design personal-radio receiver, the most suitable loud- 
speaker may be selected. 

Theory 

A consideration of the limitations imposed upon the loudspeaker 
by the electrical and acoustical circuits of the radio receiver leads to 
some interesting results in determining the optimum high- and law- 
frequency cutoff of the loudspeaker. 

Considering the low-frequency cutoff, the mechanical circuit of Ihe 
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loudspeaker operating under free-field conditions is shown in Figure I.1 

The total mechanical impedance in mechanical ohms, of the vibrat- 
ing system at the voice coil is 

'/JMT — ?'j;« + 1 + + "7  

where mc = mass of cone and voice coil, 

Cms = compliance of the suspension system, 
rMS ' : mechanical resistance of the suspension system, 
mA =■ mass of the air load, and 

rMA = mechanical resistance of the air load; 

mc CM5 rMS m'-' ^MA 
-mc |—— 

rnA 

CROSS - SECTIOMAL VIEW MECHANICAL CIRCUIT OF THE 
MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

Fig. 1—Cross-sectional view of the loudspeaker in free space. In the 
mechanical circuit; mc = mass of cone and voice coil. Cms = compliance 
of the suspension system, vus = mechanical resistance of the suspension 
system. »!.( = the mass of the air load, r.u.i = the mechanical resistance of 

the air load. /,« = the mechanomotive force in the voice coil. 

and at resonance. 

mechanical units, 

acoustical units, 

Cyls = compliance of the suspension system, and 

S(: — area of the cone in square centimeters = 25.6. 

In the above equation the mass of the cone and the mass of the air 
load may be determined with a reasonable degree of accuracy. The 
compliance of the suspension system may then be determined from the 

i 
— j(D)HC + j0)7)1 I -f   

j 0)0^$ 

— 0)VIC (j)7nA 1 

&Q 

1 

Sc- 
_j  

OiC \ 

1 H. F. Olson, Elements of Acoustical Engineering, 2nd Edition, D. Van 
Nostrand, New York, N. Y., 1947. 
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resonant frequency of the loudspeaker in free space, which is 352 cycles 
per second. 

The mass of the air load, m,,, may be determined as follows: It is 
found that (Reference (1), page 92) 

A' , = .273 acoustical ohm. 

For air load on both sides of the cone, .V, = .546, 

u>ma 
XA = — 

Sc' 
.546 

ma = X (25.6)2 

27r X 352 

- .16 gram. 

Mass of the cone and voice coil, in,. — .390 gram. 
The compliance of the suspension system, C ,x, may be determined 

as follows. At resonance (352 cycles per second) 

m0 1 
0 = ./'"'"o + }<•> 1 , 

So2 i">CAs 
2TT X 352 X 390 1 

0 = — .546  h — , 
655 2tt X 352 C,4S 

Cis = 2.44 X 10 - ' cm"''dyne. 

The mechanical circuit of the loudspeaker mounted in closed case 
(4 X 1 X 211

/4(j inches) is shown in Figure 2. 
The total mechanical impedance in mechanical ohms of the vibrating 

system at the voice coil is 

1 1 
^MT = rM.< + rMA "1~ 3u>niC A H 1 , 

.?o)C i/1; 

where C1/;. = the compliance of the receiver case. 
At resonance 

1 1 
0 = ju>mc + jrnw,, H 1 mechanical units, 

j; 

u>mc o>ma 1 1 
0 =   1 1 acoustical units. 

Sq~ St~ OiC 1 X | 
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The acoustical capacitance due to the box, 

V 

March 1956 

where 

C, 
nC2 

V = volume, in cubic centimeters, 

p density of air, in grams per cubic centimeter, and 

C = velocity of sound, in centimeters per second. 

176.5 
Cab = 

.0012 X (34400)2 

= 1.24 X lO^4 cmr'/dyne. 

ma rA 'rt 

CROSS - SECTIOMAL VIE'.V 

mc c(,js rMs ma cmb 
W—1 j—'vVv—nnP-^AA—I [— 

MECHANICAL CIRCUIT OF THE 
MECHANICAL SYSTEM 

Fig. 2—Cross-sectional view of the loudspeaker in enclosed cabinet. In the 
mechanical circuit; mc = mass of cone and voice coil. Cj/s = compliance 
of the suspension system, r.w.s = mechanical resistance of the suspension 
system. mA = the mass of the air load. Vma = the mechanical resistance 
of the air load. Cmb = the compliance of the receiver case, fx = the 

mechanomotive force in the voice coil. 

It is interesting to note that the compliance of the receiver case 
is approximately one half that of the suspension system, or the stiffness 
due to receiver case is approximately twice that due to the loudspeaker 
suspension system. 

The mechanical circuit of the loudspeaker mounted in a closed case 
is shown in Figure 2. 

Calculating the resonance of the loudspeaker mounted in the closed 
case: 

0 

0 

mechanical units, 

acoustical units. 
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where mc = mass cone and voice coil = .390 gram, 

mA = mass air load on cone = .16 gram, 

CAa = compliance suspension system = 2.44 X lO-4 cm-'/dyne, 

CAn = compliance of receiver case = 1.24 X 10~4 cnir'/dyne. 

(25.6)2 / 104 xqi 10' 104 

 1_.  
2.44 1.24 

«= 3807, 

f= G06 cycles/sec. 

This compares with an experimentally determined resonance of 595 
cycles per second when the loudspeaker is mounted in the small receiver 
case. 

If it were possible to increase the compliance of the loudspeaker 
suspension system, it is interesting to see how much this will lower 
the resonance of the loudspeaker when it is mounted in the receiver 
case. 

From practical considerations it is difficult to increase the compli- 
ance of the loudspeaker suspension; however, let it be assumed this 
compliance has been increased by a factor of 1.5; 

Increasing the compliance of the loudspeaker suspension system by 
a factor of 1.5 would result in reducing the resonant frequency of the 
over-all system of about 35 cycles. 

If the compliance of the receiver case is now increased by increasing 
the case volume by a factor of 1.5, 

CAS = 2.44 X 10-4 X 1.5 = 3.66 X 10~4 cmr,/dyne. 

«) = 3587, 

f= 571 cycles/sec. 

CArt= 1.24 X 10~4 X 1.5 = 1.86 X lO^4 cmr,/dyne. 

,390 + .16 \ 2.44 1.86 
a, = 3360, 
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f = 535 cycles/see. 

Increase the compliance of the receiver case by a factor of 1.5 would 
result in reducing- the resonant frequency of the over-all system by 
about 71 cycles per second. 

From the above considerations it is evident that the resonant fre- 
quency of the loudspeaker is controlled largely by the compliance of 
the receiver case, and to a lesser extent by the compliance of the loud- 
speaker suspension system. 

Loudspeaker Mounted in Open Case 

If the loudspeaker is mounted in a receiver case, the back of which 
is perforated so as to be essentially open, it is evident that at very low 
frequencies the sound from the front and the sound from the back of 
the loudspeaker are out-of-phase and the effective output is exceedingly 
low. Where the path difference from front to back is one half wave- 
length, the sound from the front and back of the loudspeaker is in 
phase and the response will be increased by 6 decibels. 

Since the dimensions of this particular receiver case are small, the 
path length corresponding to a half wavelength occurs at approximately 
1,000 cycles per second. Below this frequency the response falls off at 
approximately 6 decibels per octave to resonance, at which point it 
falls off at 18 decibels per octave. 

High-Frequency Cutoff 

The high-frequency cutoff of the radio receiver is determined by 
the i-f transformers, and in general is usually limited to 4,000 to 5,000 
cycles per second. It is also desirable that the loudspeaker cut off at 
approximately 4,000 cycles per second and have very little output at 
6,000 cycles per second. This is advantageous in maintaining good 
receiver selectivity, that is, eliminating annoying interference between 
stations. 

Frequency-response curves and listening tests indicate that the 
performance of the loudspeaker for this volume enclosure is best when 
operating in a closed case. This is the result of a uniform response 
down to 580 cycles per second followed by a sharp cutoff. 

When the loudspeaker is completely enclosed, the response is greater 
in the region of 580 cycles per second. Listening tests indicate this 
difference in the feeling of more apparent low frequencies. 

Loudspeaker Design 

Figure 3 shows the general design of the new loudspeaker together 
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with the over-all dimensions. As shown by Figure 3, the cone and 
voice-coil assembly are conventional and the front of the loudspeaker 
cone is the acute angle of the cone. The magnetic structure of the 
loudspeaker is somewhat unconventional in that the vibrating system 
and magnetic structure use the same depth. 

Table I lists some of the more significant design considerations 
which may be involved in the production of this loudspeaker. The 
table also shows the general performance of this type loudspeaker 
using various designs, that is, varying the over-all diameter of the 
loudspeaker, the diameter of the magnet and voice coil, the thickness 

h — « ~ H 
LOUDSPEAKER 

1 
FRONT 

A B c 
2 ~ 23 32 Acr Te 

a 

Fig. 3—Loudspeaker assembly. 

of the magnetic structure, and the consideration of straight magnet 
versus tapered magnet. The flux-density figures were, in general, taken 
from one experimental magnetic structure and, therefore, cannot be 
taken as absolute since variations in magnet material, assembly tech- 
niques, etc., have not been averaged out. 

Figure 4 shows a drawing of the two loudspeakers discussed in this 
paper together with a production loudspeaker, which is referred to in 
Table 1 as a comparison with respect to performance. It is readily 
apparent from Figures 4 and 5 that the new loudspeakers occupy less 
volume than the production loudspeaker, and that the depth has been 
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Table I—Loudspeaker Design Considerations and Performance Data 

^-Inch Diameter Loudspeaker 

. b6&" O.D. Voice Coil 
3/32" Return Path 

.485" 0.P. Vo\c p Co > 1 
3/3?" Return Path 

Magnetic Return Path 
.i)68" V. C. Tapered Magnet 

Strai ght 
Magnet Magnet Magnet 

Tapered 
Magnet 3/32" Thick 1/16" Thick 

• " •'ty OH -1 

Response 300-4.500 
Flux Density 
Gauss 7,000 7,600 6,400 6.900 7,600 7, 300 

Weight-Grams 118 117 118 90 

2 1/8-Inch Diameter Loudspeaker 

.568" O.D. Voice Co i 1 
Magnetic Structure 

Not Shown 
.485" O.D. Voice Coil 

Magnet i r St ructure 
figs. 7, 8 

Straight 
Magnet 

Tapered 
Magnet 

St ra i ght 
Magnet 

T apered 
Magnet 

■ • • i . : ■ v - -2* -Is 
F requency 

Response - 7 , " ■ -■ )0 
Flux Density 

6,600 6, 760 6,750 6,900 
We i ght-Grams 73 74 7 7 

* Approximate sensitivity using the production loudspeaker as a refer- 
ence level of 0-DB. 

considerably reduced. Figure 5 is a photograph of the same loud- 
speakers shown in Figure 4 and gives a further indication of relative 
size. Figure 6 shows the 2% inch diameter loudspeaker with the top 
plate removed to reveal construction. 

The centering suspension of the loudspeaker may be constructed 
as shown in Figure 4 or may be modified to extend completely across 
the air gap. In the latter case the centering suspension will then act 
as a combination centering suspension and dust screen, to protect the 
air gap from foreign material such as dirt and small magnetic chips. 

FRONT PROMT 
Fig. 4—Relative size of the two experimental loudspeakers and the 

production loudspeaker discussed in this paper. 
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Fig. 5—The two experimental loudspeakers and a commercial loudspeaker. 

Fig-. 6—The 2Vz inch diameter loudspeaker with the top plate removed. 

Assembly 

The assembly of this loudspeaker varies somewhat from a conven- 
tional loudspeaker, but in general does not present any particular 
problems. First, the voice-coil and cone are cemented together in an 
appropriate jig; this assembly is then dropped over the magnet and 
bottom plate, and properly spaced. Next, the cone is cemented to the 
small step on the bottom plate, the loudspeaker top plate is placed on 
top of the cone, properly spaced, and screwed to the bottom plate. 
Finally, the loudspeaker is magnetized and the centering suspension 
and dust cover are installed. 

The straight magnet is preferable from an assembly standpoint :n 
that the lower limit to the motion of the loudspeaker cone is eliminated. 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 7—Production loudspeaker on infinite baffle. 
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Fig-. 8—2V2 inch diameter loudspeaker, 0.568 inch diameter voice coil, 
tapered magnet on infinite baffle. 

Performance 

The frequency response characteristic of the production loudspeaker 
is shown in Figure 7; this is included as a reference for sensitivity 
and frequency response. Figures 8 and 9 are frequency-response curves 
of the new loudspeakers described in this paper; all of these curves 
were taken using 0.015-watt power input and, in general, are self- 
explanatory. 

As shown by Figures 10 and 11, the 21/s inch diameter loudspeaker 
extends to a higher frequency range than the large loudspeaker. Since, 
in general, this is not desirable, a lower cutoff frequency may be ob- 
tained by increasing the cone-included angle, or by maintaining the 
same angle, and introducing a compliance at the apex of the cone. 

Fig'. 9—21/!i inch diameter loudspeaker, 0.485 inch diameter voice coil, 
tapered magnet on infinite baffle. 

It is perhaps obvious that where the ultimate in loudspeaker sen- 
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FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 
Pig. 10—2% inch diameter loudspeaker, 0.485 inch diameter voice coil, 

tapered magnet on infinite baffle. 

sitivity is required, the larger loudspeaker is desirable; however, where 
the power output to the loudspeaker is ample, the smaller loudspeaker 
has the advantages of smaller size and less weight. 

Conclusions 

The design and general performance data of two new loudspeakeis 
has been presented. The construction of these loudspeakers is such 
that they result in a minimum dimension in depth, and when used in 
a personal radio receiver should allow the over-all size of the radio 
set to be reduced. 

The reduction in size of the loudspeakers presented in this paper 
has not been accomplished at the expense of the other characteristics 
of the loudspeaker, that is, sensitivity, frequency response and dis- 
tortion. 

/ 
/ 30 100 1000 10,000 

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND 
Fig. 11—2% inch diameter loudspeaker, 0.568 inch diameter voice coil, 

tapered magnet on infinite baffle. 
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A VARIABLE-CAPACITANCE GERMANIUM 
JUNCTION DIODE FOR UHFf 

By 

L. J. Giacoletto and John O'Connell 

RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N. J. 

Summary—A semiconductor junction when biased in the reverse (non- 
conducting) direction is a capacitance which can be varied by the bias 
voltage. Such a voltage-variable capacitance has many possible uses. In 
particular automatic frequency control (a-f-c) at ultra-high frequencies 
(UHF) is attractive provided the electrical losses are sufficiently small. 
In this paper the design, construction, and measurement of a junction diode 
useful throughout the UHF range are considered. The diode consists of a 
0.020-inch dot of indium alloyed on to a 0.002-inch-thick xvafer of 0.1 ohm- 
centimeter n-type germanium and mounted with low-inductance connections. 
It has greater control sensitivity and better electrical characteristics than 
an electron reactance tube and, in addition, the operating power required 
by the diode is trivial in comparison with that of an electron tube. Typically, 
the performance at 6-volt bias is as follows: a capacitance of 38 micro- 
microfarads; a capacitance change of 3 micromicrofarads per volt; lead 
inductance of 2.6 millimicrohenries; effective series resistance of 0.5 ohm. 
Such a variable capacitor has a very high Q at the lower radio frequencies, 
decreasing to Q — 17 at 500 megacycles. Only about 1 microwatt of d-c 
control power is needed. A Q of 36 at 500 megacycles was obtained in one 
of the better units having a series resistance of 0.23 ohm. 

^UNCTION of two dissimilar semiconductors constitutes, gen- 
erally, a junction diode with a variety of electrical properties. 
If the diode is biased in the reverse (nonconducting) direc- 

tion, the mobile charge carriers are moved away from the junction, 
leaving uncompensated fixed charges in a region near the junction. 
The width, and hence the electrical charge, of this region (space-charge 
layer) depends on the applied voltage giving rise to a junction transi- 
tion capacitance whose small-signal value is shown as Cs in Figure 1. 
The variation of a bias voltage is accompanied by a change in current 
and gives rise to a small-signal conductance, g, across Cs as seen in 
Figure 1. At frequencies below a few hundred kilocycles, the parallel 
combination of Cs and g are sufficient to define the small-signal char- 
acteristics of the diode. At higher frequencies the inductance of the 
leads, L0, and the series resistance of the semiconductors, rs, become 
significant. The stray lead capacitance may also be significant, but in 
the units to be described is small enough to be neglected. Thus, the 

t This material was presented at the Conference on Electron Devices, 
Washington, D. C., October 24-25, 1955. 

General Discussion 

68 
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g ~ 0 05/irnhos 
 VNAA/— 

o nsrinp— 
Lo,3  It  

= 2 6x 10 /ih Cs = 0511 
= 79/1/i.' (O I VOLT 

= 24 5/i/if 15 VOLT 

Fig. 1—Diode equivalent circuit. 

complete small-signal equivalent circuit of the reverse biased diode 
applicable from very-low to ultra-high frequencies is as shown in 
Figure 1. 

The factors which must be determined in the design of a diode for 
ultra-high frequencies are the semiconductor material, its conductivity, 
the junction area, the height of the semiconductor cylinder between the 
junction plane and the base plane of the wafer, W (see Figure 2), .md 
the lead length. The semiconductor material is chosen to give the 
highest Q at high frequencies, and of presently available semiconduc- 
tors, n-type germanium is well suited. The germanium conductivity 
should be high to decrease electrical losses but an upper limit is deter- 
mined by the maximum reverse bias. The desired capacitance for a 
particular bias voltage determines the area of the junction. The series 
resistance is determined by the junction area and the dimension W of 
Figure 2. W should be as small as possible to decrease electrical losses, 
but a practical minimum value is imposed by the percentage of "short 
through" rejects during construction of the diodes. The diode leads 
should have a large diameter and short length to keep the lead indluc- 
tance to a minimum. 

This paper first considers the equations which govern the selection 
of design factors and which illuminate diode performance. Following 
this, the construction of a practical diode is described, and its measured 

SPACE CHARGE REGION 
OF WIDTH Wj 

JUNCTION 

/ BASE 
CONTACT 

n - TYPE Ge 

Fig. 2—Diode geometry. 
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performance is jjfiven. An Appendix contains the comparison of meas- 
urements with diode theory. 

Design Relations 

The semiconductor junctions to be considered herein are made by 
alloying indium (p-impurity) on n-germanium.1 This process gives an 
abrupt transition between the p-type indium-enriched germanium and 
the n-type germanium so that the resulting junction operates in ac- 
cordance with a theory developed by Schottky.2 Similar junctions can 
be made by alloying n-impurities on p-germanium, or by using a dif- 
ferent semiconductor. 

Transition Capacitance 

The junction diode transition capacitance can be formulated as for 
a conventional parallel-plane capacitor. Thus 

A'e0 
Cg = A farads, (1) 

W, 

K = relative permittivity = 16 for germanium, 

/ 1 
£0 = permittivity of free space I   X 10 9 farad/meter 

where 

SGtt 

A = junction area in square meters, and 

Wj = effective width of junction in meters. 

The effective junction width is voltage dependent and for the case 
where the conductivity of the p-type indium enriched germanium is 
much greater than that of the n-type germanium, is 

Wf = \/ — (70 + y) meters, (2) 

1 R. R. Law, C. W. Mueller, J. I. Pankove, and L. Armstrong, "A 
Developmental Germanium P-N-P Junction Transistor," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 
40, pp. 1352-1357, November, 1952. 

2 For a summary of Schottky's work and complete references, see 
J Joffe, "Schottky's Theories of Dry Solid Rectifiers," Electrical Commu- 
nication, Vol. 22, pp. 217-225, 1945. For details of analysis, see W. Shockley, 
"The Theory of P-N Junctions in Semiconductors and P-N Junction Tran- 
sistors," Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., Vol. 28, pp. 435-489, July, 1949. 
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where 

meter2 

/in = mobility of electrons in n-germanium in — 
volt sec. 

= 0.39 for intrinsic germanium 

= 0.30 for a-,, = 1,000 mhos per meter germanium 
used for the present diodes,3 

F0 = contact voltage in volts, 

V = applied bias voltage in volts measured with n-germanijm 
as reference (negative for reverse bias), 

(Tn = conductivity of n-germanium in mhos per meter 

= 1,000 for the germanium used for the present diode. 

The change in diode capacitance with temperature will be negligible, 
provided the diode voltage is constant, since the temperature-dependent 
quantity in Equation (2), mobility, cancels out for doped germanium 
where o-n oc fin. 

The fractional change in Cs as a function of V can be formulated 
from Equations (1) and (2) as 

AC, A V 
 = . C3) 

C, 2(V0+V) 

The fractional change in Cs is one half the fractional change of appl ed 
voltage and is independent of diode dimensions and material properties, 
except that at small bias voltages the material properties may be sig- 
nificant in determining the contact voltage, y0. 

Contact Voltage 

The voltage, V0, of Equation (2) is an internal contact potential 
developed between the n- and p-type semiconductors. This voltage will 
be a few tenths of a volt negative and therefore negligible except at 
very small applied voltages. The contact voltage can be considered as 
composed of two parts: a contact voltage of the p-type germanium on 
intrinsic germanium; and a contact voltage of intrinsic germanium 
on n-type germanium. Since the p-type germanium conductivity ap- 
proaches that of a metal, the first part of the contact voltage is very 

3 M. B. Prince, "Drift Mobilities in Semiconductors I. Ge," Phys. lit v., 
Vol. 93, pp. 681-687, November 1, 1953. 
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nearly half of the germanium voltage gap, namely, —0.36 volt. The 
second half of the contact voltage can be formulated analytically with 
the aid of usual junction equations in terms of the properties of the 
intrinsic and n-type germanium. The net result is a value between 
zero and —0.36 volt. For the diode herein described, the calculation 
gives a total contact voltage of —0.54 volt, which is in agreement with 
measurements (see Appendix). 

Series Resistance 
The diode series resistance, rs, is due to the wafer of germanium. 

When the junction diameter is much larger than W, the distance to 
the base contact (Figure 2), the series resistance can be rather accu- 
rately formulated on the basis of a semiconductor cylinder of area A 
and height W provided that the diode is biased in the reverse direc- 
tion. Thus 

W — Wj 
re— ohms. (4) 

(TnA 

Wj (Equation 2) will generally be negligible in comparison with W. 
The temperature dependency of rs will be that of a,, and will be gen- 
erally small.1 In the temperature range of ±100 degrees centigrade, 
rs will increase about 0.6 per cent per degree centigrade increase in 
temperature provided an > 100 mhos per meter. 

The series resistance for the forward biased diode is current de- 
pendent and decreases rapidly with increasing current. 

Lead Inductance 

The diode lead inductance is an important factor which cannot be 
neglected at ultra-high frequencies. The lead inductance can be com- 
puted reasonably accurately from the formula5 for a straight length 
of wire: 

/ At \ 
L0 = 5.08 I In I — ) millimicrohenries, (5) 

V d j 

where I is the length of the wire and d is the wire diameter in inches. 
Diodes constructed as described in this paper require interpretation 
in determining appropriate values of I and d, since the wire cross 

4 P. G. Herkart and J. Kurshan, "Theoretical Resistivity and Hall 
Coefficient of Impure Germanium Near Room Temperature," RCA Review, 
Vol. 14, pp. 427-440, September, 1953. 

5 Frederick E. Terman, Radio Engineers' Handbook, McGraw-Hill Book 
Co., New York, N. Y., p. 48, 1943. 
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section is not uniform. The bulk of the inductance will generally be 
due to the small wire contacting the diode dot. 

Maximum Junction Voltage 

The maximum reverse bias (breakdown voltage) which may be 
applied to a junction is determined by an avalanche breakdown phe- 
nomenon which causes a precipitous increase in the junction current. 
The breakdown voltage, VB, is a function of the impurity density, ND 

(impurities per cubic meter), of the semiconductor material. Accord- 
ing to measurements6 on n-type germanium 

Vn = - 22 X 1018 (.Njj) -o.TM « _ 2650 (o-J volts, ; 6) 

where <jn is in mhos per meter. 

Q Figure of Merit 

It is common practice to use Q (the ratio of series reactance to 
series resistance) as a figure of merit for capacitors. The diode Q, 
taking into account both series resistance and shunt conductance, is 

w Cfl 
Qi = . (7) 

{g2 + m2Cs
2) 

If the diode parameters are independent of frequency (this is a good 
assumption particularly in the case of rs and Cs), Q(i has a maxim jm 
when 

/ 9 

<■> = —A/ —(1 + rsg), c8) 
C, r rs 

The maximum is 

Qd (max.) = — I rsg (1 + rsg) I . (9j = — ^^<7 (i + rsg) J 

At high frequencies, where the shunt conductance can be neglected, 
Qd can be determined from Equations (1), (2), and (4). The result is 

„ 1 1 / 2/in (7„ 
= =  A/ -iV0+V) . (10) 

a,Csrs oi (W — W j) V Kt0 

6 S. L. Miller, "Avalanche Breakdown in Germanium," Phvs. Rev.. Vol 
99, pp. 1234-1241, August 15, 1955. 
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From this equation it can be concluded that: 
(a) Qd is independent of junction area and varies inversely with 

frequency. 
(b) For a large Qd, an should be made as large as possible — the 

upper limit being determined by the junction breakdown voltage, Equa- 
tion (6), or by the fact that ,u.„ decreases as crre is made larger. For 
n-type germanium, the maximum Qd occurs when aB is approximately 
10,000 mhos per meter, and for this conductivity, VB^ — S volts; W 
should be as small as construction techniques permit; and a large 
operating bias should be employed. 

(c) Qd can be increased by selecting a semiconductor material 
with the largest value of [x/K. Of the two commonly used semiconductor 
materials (germanium and silicon), n-type germanium has the largest 
value of ji/K. For this reason the presentation herein has centered 
around n-type germanium and this material is used in the diode de- 
scribed below. 

A loss-free capacitor in series with the diode can be used as an 
impedance transforming means to increase the effective Q. This series 
combination decreases the net losses at the expense of the amount of 
variable capacitance. Placing a capacitor in series with the diode has 
other advantages such as blocking the d-c bias voltage, limiting a-c 
voltage across the diode, and eliminating lead inductive reactance at 
one frequency. 

At low frequencies and when the diode is biased in the reverse 
direction, Qd is determined by Equations (1) and (2) and the diode 
conductance, g, which is determined in practice by a leakage con- 
ductance. Thus: 

Saturation Current 

The saturation current is determined by the geometry and surface 
and volume recombination of hole-electron pairs. A more exact calcu- 
lation can be carried out, but with germanium of good quality the 
contribution from volume recombination is small and may be neglected. 
Further, the contribution from the base contact surface will outweigh 
the contributions of the free surfaces because of its higher surface 
recombination velocity, s, and, also, in a structure designed for UHF, 
because of its proximity to the junction. The saturation current may 
be found by formulating an equation for the terminal current, I = — I„ 
which flows when the diode is biased in the reverse direction. 
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Under these conditions the hole density at the junction will be ?ero 
and will increase approximately linearly to a value pn at the base 
contact. Analytically this requires sW/Dp » 1, where 7);, is the diffusion 
constant of holes in n-type germanium (D,, = 44 X 10 4 square meter 
per second for intrinsic germanium). It is believed that the s of the 
metallic base contact is large enough to satisfy the inequality if TF is 
greater than 25 microns (0.001 inch). The actual value of s under 
these conditions does not enter into the calculation. The saturation 
current is thus determined by the hole density gradient pn/(W—Wj) 
and is 

p„ q- Mr /x„ A Dp 
Is = <1 A Dp =  amperes, tl2) 

W — Wj (Tn (W— Wj) 

where q is the carrier charge {q = 1.60 X lO"19 coulombs) and ^ is 
the carrier density in intrinsic material (wf = 2.4 X 1019 carriers per 
cubic meter for germanium at room temperature). 

The magnitude of Is together with the bias voltage, V, will deter- 
mine the amount of bias power required to operate the diode in the 
reverse direction. 7, will increase rapidly with temperature7 (approxi- 
mately 10 per cent per degree centigrade near room temperature) due 
primarily to the increase in nf. 

Frequency Effects 

The frequency dependencies of rs and Cs are intimately associated 
with fundamental properties of the semiconductor8 provided the diode 
is biased in the reverse direction. In this event, rs and Ca will be fre- 
quency independent as long as the semiconductor displacement current 
proportional to 2TTfKe0 is much less than the conduction current pro- 
portional to a. For impure germanium as used herein of conductivity, 
"■ft = 1,000 mhos per meter, the displacement and conduction currents 
become equal at / = 1.1 X 1012 cycles. Hence, the formulas for rs and 
Cs are valid throughout the present range of interest. At higher fre- 
quencies, electrical losses due to skin resistance of the leads may be 
appreciable, but throughout UHF correction therefor is not required. 

In the forward direction the diode performance changes rapidly 
with frequency and different formulas must be used." 

■ L. J. Giacoletto, "Power Transistors for Audio Output Circuits," 
Electronics, Vol. 27, pp. 144-148, January, 1954. 

8 William Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors, D. Vau- 
Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, N. Y., pp. 199-200. 

9 W. Shockley, op. cit., pp. 309-318. 
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Noise 
The noise associated with the diode can be determined by intro- 

ducing into the equivalent circuit of Figure 1 a mean-square voltage 
generator, V2 = 4kTrsAf, in series with rs and a mean-square current 
generator, I2 = 2q(I + 2/s) A/ in shunt with g. In these formulas, k is 
Boltzmann's constant (1.38 X lO--23 joules per degree Kelvin) and T 
is temperature in degrees Kelvin. These noise generators are inde- 
pendent of frequency when the diode is biased in the reverse direction 
(/ = — Is). A 1// type of noise generator may also be significant if 
diode leakage is appreciable.10 

Construction 

The diode for which measurements will be given has a paralle! 
plane geometry with axial leads, and is designed to give good per- 
formance through ultra-high frequencies. In accordance with the 
design relations, n-type germanium is used since this semiconductor 
gives better performance than p-type germanium or p- or n-type 
silicon. A minimum germanium resistivity of 0.1 ohm-centimeter was 
selected to permit operation over a useful range of bias voltages. This 
resistivity material will permit a bias voltage as large as 18 volts. A 
junction diameter of 20 mils (area of 20 X 10-® square centimeters) 
was selected to achieve the desired range of diode capacitance. Lead 
inductance is kept small by using short, large diameter lead wires. 

The completed diode is shown in the photograph of Figure 3. For 
comparison purposes, a standard 1N82(K3E) UHF mixer diode is also 
shown. 

Parts Preparation 

The disassembled view of the diode showing the various component 
parts is shown in Figure 4. The base stud is made of Kovart or Therlo* 
to match the germanium thermal expansion and is designed so that 
the diode can be screwed directly to a chassis. A 0.002-inch depression 
on the top of this stud aids in positioning the base wafer. The depres- 
sion is covered with about 0.001 inch of high purity tin-lead-antimony 
solder. The wafers are chemically etched to 0.002 inch thickness. The 
dots are punched cylinders of indium 0.015 inch by 0.015 inch diameter. 
The nickel wire has one end balled and coated with indium and the 
wire is lightly tinned with a low-melting solder. The top stud has a 

10 W. H. Ponger, "A Determination of 1/f Noise Sources in Semicon- 
ductor Diodes and Triodes," Transistors /, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, 
N. J., 1956, pp. 239-295. 

t Trademark of the Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
' Trademark of the Driver-Harris Co., Harrison, N. J. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLE "CAPACITANCE OIOOE 

\ * 

m ppp* 

TYPE KJE COMMERCIAL UHF MIXER DIODE 

Fig. 3—Photograph of variable capacitance diode and type K3E 
commercial UHF mixer diode. 

0.041-inch-diameter hole through the center, and the inside of this 
hole is tinned with the same low-melting solder. The top stud is screwed 
to the ceramic body and bonded in place with Araldite' to form a sub- 
assembly. The indium dot, germanium wafer, and base stud are also 
processed as a subassembly. This subassembly is made by mounting 
the base stud, germanium wafer, and indium dot together with the ;iid 
of carbon jigs.1 The assembled unit is fired for five minutes at 550' C. 
in an atmosphere of dry hydrogen both to solder the germanium wafer 
to the stud and to alloy the dot into the germanium. 

Assembly 

A jig as shown in Figure 5 is used to facilitate assembly and etch- 
ing. The brass stud ceramic subassembly is inserted and held in place 
with the set screw. The base stud subassembly is mounted and hsld 
in place with a set screw made of insulating material. The wire is in- 
serted through the jig hole, adjusted so that the indium coated bal ed 

INDIUM DOT 0.015" x 0.015 "d NICKEL WIRE x 0.020"d 

BRASS TOP 
STUD 

0.192" x 0 218 "d 
\ 

71 
I BALLED END 

KOVAR BASE 
STUD 

0.250"x 0. 218 " d 
n- TYPE GERMANIUM 

WAFER 
0,002" x 0.070" d 

CERAMIC BODY 
0 210" x 0. 230 "d 

Fig. 4—Disassembled drawing of diode. 

t Trademark of Ciba Inc., New York, N. Y. 
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end is contacting the indium dot, and then held in place with the set 
screw. A hot jet of hydrogen gas is used to solder the wire and dot 
together. 

The diode is next electrolytically etched by dipping the base stud 
end only of the jig into the electrolyte. After etching, the diode is 
washed, dried, and then coated with a protective coating. The threads 
of the base stud are next coated with Araldite and the brass stud 
ceramic subassembly lowered and threaded onto the base stud. The 
wire and brass stud are soldered together with the same low-melting 

BASE STUD 
MBLY 

TEXTOLITE 
FRAME 

Pig. 5—Diode fabrication jig. 

solder used to tin these parts. At this point, the diode is a completed 
unit and may be removed from the jig. 

Measured Results on a Typical Unit 

As a variable reactance device, the characteristics of greatest inter- 
est are the capacitance versus reverse bias voltage (measured at low 
frequencies), the total reactance with variation of bias voltage and 
frequency, and the loss. Figure 6 shows measured data at 1 and 2 
megacycles where lead inductance and loss resistance are negligible. 
The solid curve was computed from the design formulas and agrees 
with the data. At the nominal bias of —6 volts, the capacitance is 38 
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micromicrofarads, and the slope is about 3 micromicrofarads per volt. 
Over the useful range, up to 1G volts, the capacitance varies inversely 
with the square root of the bias voltage from about 160 to 25 micro- 
microfarads. 

The terminal reactance as a function of frequency, with the bias 
as a parameter, is plotted in Figure 7. The measured points ag::ee 
with the solid curves which were calculated from the theoretical 
junction capacitance (see Equations 1 and 2) and a lead inductance 

Fig. 6—Diode capacitance versus bias voltage. 

of 2.6 millimicrohenries. It is seen that the diode is useful as a con- 
trollable reactance well into the UHF range. 

The loss resistance was measured in equipment specially designed 
for the purpose and was found to be approximately constant with fre- 
quency and bias variations. Typical measured results correspond to 
a series resistance of about 0.5 ohm, and the Q at 500 megacycles, with 
—6 volts bias, is about 17. Since all the data confirms the type of 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 1, it is possible to compute the 
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diode behavior over a wide range of frequencies and operating con- 
ditions. 

Since the units described in the paper are experimental units, some 
variation was encountered between units, particularly in the series 
resistance. In one of the better units, the series resistance was 0.23 
ohm resulting in a Q of 36 at 500 megacycles. 

In the Appendix, comparison of the measured results with the 
theoretical design relations is discussed in more detail. 

Conclusions 

A junction diode has been described which has attractive operating 

Fig. 7—Terminal reactance versus frequency, 

characteristics over a wide range of frequencies including ultra-high 
frequencies. Diodes of the type described can be used for automatic 
frequency control,11 frequency selection, mixing, voltage-controlled 
tuning, frequency modulation, and as dielectric amplifiers. It is found 
that the diodes follow theory very closely so that the design relations 
can be used for designing diodes for various applications. 
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Appendix—Comparison of Measurements with Diode Theory 

It is of interest to compare the junction theory with measured da:a. 
The agreement in general is exceptionally good. 

Consider first the forward volt-ampere characteristics of the diode. 
The current flow in an ideal diode is given by 

/ = /s(eA7_1)) (13) 

where A is q/kT (equal to 38.8 volts-1 at 25° C). In many conven- 
tional diodes, the series ohmic resistance is not negligible and the 
theoretical exponential diode equation is not found. Figure 8 sho^s 
the measured forward characteristics of one of the present diodes. 
This figure indicates that the characteristics follow rather exactly the 
ideal diode Equation (13) with the slope indicating an exponential 
factor A = 37.3, rather than the theoretical value of 38.8 at T = 25° C. 
In accordance with Equation (13) the zero voltage intercept of the 
straight line on Figure 8 is the saturation current, /s = 0.15 micro- 
ampere. 

Another method of determining 7S is to evaluate12 the diode ccn- 
ductance, g0 = A /s, at zero bias voltage and current. From the meas- 
ured <70 = 7.2 micromhos, /g = 0.186 microampere is computed using 
A = 38.8 for room temperature, T = 25c C. A third method of deter- 
mining Is is to measure the diode current for a reverse bias. By this 
means Is — 0.17 microampere was measured at F = — 1 volt. The l^st 
two methods of measuring Is include current flow due to any leakage 
across the junction; this current is not included in the first method of 
evaluating Is. Therefore the difference between these values of Is can 
be used as a rough estimate of the leakage conductance, which is about 
1 micromho by this method. The value is in reasonable agreement 
with direct measurement of diode conductance with reverse bias which 

* Now with the National Bureau of Standards. 
12 L. J. Giacoletto, "Equipments for Measuring Junction Transistor 

Admittance Parameters for a Wide Range of Frequencies," RCA Review, 
Vol. 14, pp. 269-296, June, 1953. 
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ranges from 1 to 0.03 micromho for bias voltages ranging from —1 
to —6 volts. 

With aid of Equation (13), the diode conductance, g, is 

3/ I 3/g 
9= = A (/ + /s) + - 

dv /, dV 
(14) 

/ 

/ 

/ 

coy 

o 5/x A 

O I .2 3 4 ,5 

FORWARD BIAS-VOLTS 

Fig. g—Diode current versus forward bias voltage. 

In the forward direction, the diode conductance is dominated by the 
first term in Equation (14) ; in the reverse direction, provided —F is 
greater than a few tenths of a volt, I = — Is, and g is given by the 
second term in Equation (6). The formulation of the second term ean 
be carried out with the aid of Equations (2) and (12). When this 
formulation is carried out and evaluated it is found that the resulting 
conductance is about an order of magnitude smaller than measured 
conductances. It is therefore concluded that the measured conductance 
is due to a leakage conductance, jf,. The diode conductance is of rela- 
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tively minor importance which is fortunate since gr, is not a designable 
constant. 

When the diode bias is smaller than a few tenths of a volt in the 
reverse direction or when the diode is biased in the forward direction, 
a diode diffusion capacitance, Cd, must be added to the transition 
capacitance (Equations (1) and (2)) to obtain the total junction 
capacitance. The diode diffusion capacitance when W is small com- 
pared with the diffusion length of minority carriers is 

W2 

Ci = A(I + Is)  farads. (15) 
2D,, 

This diffusion capacitance relation is useful to determine the value W, 
i.e., the thickness of the semiconductor between junction and soldered 
connection. For example, on the present diode, Cd = 2120 micromicro- 
farads at / = 285 microamperes was measured, and TF = 4.1 X 10~5 

meter is obtained. This value of W agrees reasonably well with 
4.6 X IS-5 meter calculated from a resistance measurement (see 
below). 

A plot of diode transition capacitance with bias voltage is showr in 
Figure 9. The data of this figure is the same as for Figure 6 but nas 
been replotted to indicate that the transition capacitance obeys exactly 
the formulation of Equations (1) and (2). The slope of the line should, 

2^,, 
according to theory, be = — 1.06 X 10^4 (/j,/xf) 2V 1. This 

A' K €0(Tn 

can be compared with a measured slope of —1.0 X 10_4 {md) 
The intercept on the voltage axis in Figure 9 gives the contact 

voltage, V0 = — 0.5 volt. This value can be compared with the computed 
value, —0.54 volt, obtained using the equation 

1 A7. 
y0 = —0.36 In  volt. (16) 

A Hi 

Nd is the impurity density in the doped n semiconductor and can be 
determined from the approximate expression, a,, q ^nNd. 

The frequencies used for the data of Figure 9 were low enough 
that lead inductive reactance is negligible. At higher frequencies the 
lead inductive reactance cannot be neglected. A plot of the type shewn 
shown in Figure 10 can be used in determining the lead inductance. 
Here, the intercept at zero net bias voltage corresponding essentially 
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with zero diode impedance gives the lead inductive reactance. Due to 
small measurement errors the intercepts do not all give the same lead 
inductance. An average of the several inductance values indicates 
L0 = 2.6 millimicrohenries. According to theory this inductance for 
a wire diameter of 0.020 inch would correspond with a wire length of 
0.15 inch. This wire length corresponds closely with the best estimate 
for the geometry employed. Also, the straight-line plots of Figure 10 
indicate that stray capacitance is negligible for the range of operation 
considered here. 
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Fig. 9—1/C2 versus bias voltage. 

Using the measured value of the series resistance for this particular 
unit, i.e., rs = 0.23 ohm, Equation (4) indicates that IF = 4.6 X 10~5 

meter. From the original wafer thickness of 5.1 X 10~5 meter, a 
penetration during alloying of 0.5 X lO"5 meter (0.2 mil) is indicated. 
This amount of penetration is somewhat less than expected on the bases 
of alloying temperature and dot geometry.13 Other diodes had series 
resistance values that were larger than could be explained by Equation 
(4). Thus it appears that there is an extraneous variable contribution 
to the series resistance. This is believed to be a contact resistance. 

13 L. Pensak, "Calculations of Alloying Depth of Indium in Germanium," 
Transistor I, RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., 1956, pp. 112-120. 
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Calculations of diode Q (Equation 7) using rs = 0.23 ohm, Cs= 38 
micromicrofarads and g = 0.03 X 10-® mho corresponding to —6 volts 
bias indicate values of Qd = 175, 36, and 18 at 100, 500, and 1,030 
megacycles. Equations (8) and (9) indicate a maximum Q of 6,015 
at / = 1.5 megacycles. 
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PHASE ANGLE DISTORTION IN 

TRAVELING-WAVE TUBES 

By 

W. R. BEAMi AND D. J. BLATTNER+ 

Summary—Using Pierce's first-order traveling-wave-tube theory, ex- 
pressions are derived for the change in phase shift through the tube which 
should accompany various changes in operating conditions and signal level. 
Excellent verification of the theoretical values is obtained from measure- 
ments on a developmental low-noise traveling-wave tube. 

Introduction 

purpose of an amplifier* is to produce an output signal which 
is an accurate enlarged reproduction of the input signal. There 
is, however, no amplifier which will amplify high-frequency 

signals with no amplitude or phase distortion. Amplitude distortion 
is usually the result of nonlinear processes, while phase distortion is 
usually linked to the variation of internal reactances with frequency. 
At low signal levels, a traveling-wave tube is remarkably good from 
both points of view. The interaction between beam and circuit is 
essentially linear; and the circuit, being a broadband transmission 
line, has a phase angle which is very nearly constant despite variation 
in the operating conditions of the tube. 

In some applications of traveling-wave tubes, however, e.g., micro- 
wave relays and certain types of radar systems, where a frequency- 
or phase-modulated signal is to be amplified, even very small phase 
distortion can be of importance. The total phase angle through a 
traveling-wave tube is dependent upon the helix and gun electrode 
potentials, and upon the signal level. If the electron beam is focused 
with an electromagnet, the magnetic field strength will influence the 
total phase angle to some extent. Reflections at the output transformer 
may cause increased phase angle. The object of this investigation was 
to compute the magnitude of these phase shifts and to compare the 
theoretical results with measured actual changes. Nonlinear amplifi- 
cation of the signal will not be considered since this occurs at higher 
signal levels than those which are of interest here. 

The interaction circuit of a traveling-wave tube is usually ten or 
more wavelengths long. With a total phase shift of 3,600° or more, it 

'< KCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 
t RCA Tube Division, Harrison, N. J. 
* The term "amplifier" without further specification is used with the 

meaning of "linear amplifier." 
86 
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requires a very slight change in operation to alter this shift by a 
few degrees. In Pierce's1 traveling-wave-tube terminology, the quf n- 
tity of importance is the variation of the phase velocity, r, of the 
wave along the interacting circuit. The phase shift in radians per 
unit length is p=o>/v, where <0 represents the operating frequency. 
The total phase angle through the tube is P times the circuit lengch. 

The next section includes a theoretical study of the variation of [3 
with change of: 

1. Supply voltages, 

2. Signal level, 

3. Matching conditions. 

Simple formulas for the resulting phase shifts are derived. 
In the third section, experimental results are discussed. Experi- 

ments were carried out on a 3,000-megacycle low-noise traveling-wave 
tube in which the relation of output to input phase was measured to 
better than one degree accuracy. The independent variables were 

1. Helix voltage, 

2. First-anode voltage (beam current), 

3. Second-anode voltage, 

4. Magnetic focusing field current, 

5. Signal level, 

6. Output matching. 

In each case, the quantity was varied only over the range in which 
the phase shift variations were essentially linear, as the variations 
expected in practical operation will be well within the linear regions. 

Derivation of Theoretical Relations 

The entire first-order phase shift theory presented here is based 
upon Pierce's small-signal theory of the traveling-wave tube.1 Pierce 
defines the phase constant of the wave traveling along the delay line 
circuit under operating conditions as 

P = Pe (1 — Cy), :i) 

1 J. R. Pierce, Traveling-Wave Tubes, D. Van Nostrand, New York, 
N. Y., 1950. 
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where 

0) 

ve = electron-beam velocity, 

C — Pierce's gain parameter (proportional to the cube root 
of the beam current), 

?/ = a dimensionless parameter defined by Equation (1). 

The unperturbed helix wave phase constant, /Jj, is defined by 
Pierce as 

/?! = & (1 + C6), (2) 

where b is another dimensionless parameter. The parameter C is deter- 
mined by the beam diameter, voltage, and current, and the circuit 
geometry. Pierce gives curves relating ij and b (Chapter 8, pp. 120- 
126) as a function of the parameter QC. Q is given by beam and circuit 
geometry alone. We thus have all that is needed to relate changes of 
[3 to changes in /?„ (helix voltage), C (first anode voltage, beam cur- 
rent) and QC (beam diameter). Pierce's loss parameter, d, has been 
assumed to be zero. Its effect is usually minor; in addition, it cannot 
be controlled by tube operating conditions, but is determined by con- 
struction of the slow-wave circuit. 

Variation of Helix Voltage1 

Let the helix voltage V0 change by an amount AF0. Then the beam 
velocity ve will change by an amount Av given by 

Av ^ 1 ve 

A7o ^ 2 y0 ' 

Then, since /?,, and ve are reciprocally related. 

A& _ 1 Ay0 

@e 2 y0 ' 

From Equation (2) since /31 is a constant, A/31 must be zero and, 
assuming C to be constant. 

2W. J. Bray, "The Traveling- Wave Valve as a Microwave Phase- 
Modulator and Frequency-Mixer," Proceedings of the Institute of Electrical 
Engineering, Vol. 99, part III, p. 28, 1953. 
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AjSj = 0 = A/?, (1 + Cb) + pe (CAb), (3) 

SB, CAb 
(4) 

/3C 1 + Cb 

Therefore, 

CAb 1 AT',, 
(5) 

1 -{- Cb 2 Vq 

A linear approximation to Pierce's curves relating y and b is 

y = — (0.42 + 0.07 QC) b — (0.5 + 0.5 QC), (3) 

Ay = — (0.42 + 0.07 QC) Ab, (6a) 

where Ay and Ab represent small changes in y and b. 
Taking differentials of Equation (1), 

A/3 = A/3e (1 — Cy) + /?c (— CAy). (7) 

Equations (5), (6a), and (7) can be combined to give 

AYo 
A/3 = /?„ ([1 + bC] [0.42 + 0.07 QC | +Cy-1). (3) 

270 

The change in total phase angle, A(/>, is found by multiplying Afi 
by the circuit length L. 

A<£ = A/SL 

AV0 
A<l> = tt ([1 + bC] [0.42 + 0.07 QC] + Cy ~ 1) X N radians. (3) 

N is the circuit length in wavelengths. We are often interested in 
tubes with low C and QC. In the case of tubes with low C and QC, 
Equation (9) reduces to the approximate form 

AV0 
A(j> = — 0.58 -n- N radians, 

Vo 
(ID) 

AF0 
A<f> ~ — 105 — N degrees. 
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Variation of f irst-Anode Voltage, 

If first-anode voltage changes, causing change of beam current 
following Child's law, 

l = kV^-- (11) 

then 

A/ 3 AVl 
 . (12) 

I 2 Fj 

Since C is proportional to /l/"', 

AC" J A/ 

C 3 / ' 

and 

AC 1 AFj 
 = . (13) 

C 2 V1 

Taking differentials of Equations (1) and (2) again, allowing C, 
b, and y (but not /?,, and Pi) to vary, 

; 14) 
A/3 = (— C\y — ?/AC) pc, 

0 = (CA& + h\C) I3e. 

By reduction, and use of Equation (6), 

PAVy 
A/3 = C (i/+ [0.42 + 0.07 QC] b). (15) 

2V, 

From Equation (6) it is seen that the quantity in parentheses is very 
nearly —(0.5 + 0.5QC), so to this approximation, 

AF, 
Ac/) = 90 C (1 + QC) N degrees. (16) 

V, 

Phase Shift as a Function of Signal Level 

As the signal level increases, the power extraction from the beam 
increases. This power represents a loss in beam velocity, and is equiva- 
lent to a helix voltage which drops near the output end. There is 
produced a phase shift which is not uniform along the circuit. It is, 
therefore, necessary to integrate ±.pdz to find the change of phase angle. 
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It is assumed that the power level in the tube varies exponentially 
(sijrnal levels which lead to saturation in the power output are ex- 
cluded) and that this power is extracted directly from the d-c bean 
power. If G is the gain in decibels per unit axial length, the power ii 
the wave as a function of distance from the output 2 can be written as 

p(:) =P.2e- 0.2303 G 

where Pj is output power. Assuming the electron energy at the inpu 
is y0 electron volts, the electron energy at 2 is 

P., 
V(,:) = V'o -e-O.2303 0.. 

/« 

The total energy loss is, therefore, 

Po 
AF0 = e - 0.2303 c. 

h 

From Equation (8), 

r0 P.. 
- dz — 

Jo 2F0/0 

A</) = — I dz — e - 0 -303 G z /Je ( [1 + bC] [0.42 + 0.07 QC\ 

+ Cy— 1). 

The limit z0 may be taken as the input of the tube, but this is 
unrealistic, since the power does not, in general, vary exponentially 
near the input. It will usually be satisfactory to let zl}= 00. The pres- 
ence of an attenuator may change the power versus distance, but if 
the power level is 14 decibels down from the output power at the lumped 
attenuation, the error will be about 10 per cent, which is far less than 
some other sources of error. Letting z0 = », 

4.343 Pn 
A</> = p, ([1 + bC] [ 0.42 + 0.07 QC\ + Cy — 1) radians.. 

G ^ (19) 

The maximum value of G is given in Pierce's notation as 

BC pr 
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Therefore, 

A<£n, niin 
13.7 P.. [1 + 6C] [0.42 + 0.07 QC | +Cy—l 
 X     radians. 

BC 
(20) 

If the numerator of the right-hand factor is approximated, as 
earlier, by —0.58 and the low Q approximation is used with B = 47.3, 

where Phr.ml = VnIt) and Po = P<iut, the power at the tube output. 

Effect of Poor Output Matching3 

In the analysis above, the power that has been extracted from the 
beam when it reaches the output terminal, P.2, has been assumed equal 
to the output power, P,mt. If the output match is not perfect, some 
power will be reflected and absorbed by the attenuator. This power 
will increase the power extracted from the beam, and hence the P.. in 
Equations (20) and (21) must be replaced by Po = (Pollt + Preriected) • 
Preflected ~ K- (Pout + Pr,.fieetcd) where K is the magnitude of the reflec- 
tion coefficient given in terms of voltage-standing-wave ratio, R, by 
K = (R — 1) /(R + 1). The total power extracted from the beam is now 

As an example, if the voltage-standing-wave ratio is 1.5, the total 
power extracted from the beam is 1.04 Pmit; if the voltage-standing- 
wave ratio is 3, the extracted power is 1.33 P01lt, and the phase shift 
will be 33 per cent more sensitive to power than in the case of a perfect 
match. 

The low-noise traveling-wave tube tested was a developmental type 
having the following nominal operating conditions: 

(21) 

(R + I)2 

4R 

Experimental Evidence and Conclusions 

frequency . 

gain  

noise factor 

. 3,000 megacycles, 

25 decibels, 

9 decibels, 

3 L. Briick, "Phasenyerzerrungen bei der Verstarkung mit Lauffeldroh- 
ren," Archiv der Elektrischen Vbertragung, Vol. 7, p. 28, 1953. 
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helix voltage   575 volts, 

beam current  0.3 milliampere, 

focusinp: field  500 gausses, 

saturation level  10 milliwatts. 

The system used to measure the phase shift through the amplifier is 
shown in Figure 1. It is one of several methods suggested by K. A. 
Braden of these Laboratories. The movable probe was adjusted to 
give a null or minimum in the receiver for each value of the independent 
variable and the difference in probe positions measured and converged 
into degrees of phase shift. 

In the tests, electrode voltages and focusing magnet current were 
varied about their nominal operating values, and the resulting phase 

Fig. 1—The eircuit used for phase-shift measurements. 

shifts measured. In the variable power level test, the difference in 
phase shift at a power output of 1.4 milliwatts and at negligibly ow 
power output was measured. 

Phase Shift versus Helix Voltage 

In Figure 2 the experimental results are compared with a point- 
by-point computation from Pierce's equation 8.14 and with the simple 
linear theory of Equation (21). The agreement is good. 

The requirement on a power supply to keep phase modulation of 
the signal below 1° is a ripple of less than .02 per cent, which can be 
obtained by electronic voltage regulation. The phase shift due to helix 
voltage, as seen from Equation (9), is principally dependent on the 
length of the circuit in wavelengths. A tube with a large C will be 
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less sensitive to helix voltage variations than a tube with a small C 
because such a tube is shorter for the same g'ain. 

Phase Shift vermiK First-Anode Voltage or Beam Current 

Figure 3 illustrates data taken over a range of beam currents by 
changing the first anode voltage. The agreement with theory here is 
not very good, which may be due in part to the fact that changing the 
first-anode voltage may make the "average" diameter of the scalloped 
beam greater than if the beam were in parallel flow. From Equation 
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PMg. 2—Change in phase angle through tube as helix voltage, V0, is changed 

from its maximum gain value of 575 volts. L = 300 microamperes. 

(16) it will be noted that a large C will accentuate this phase shift 
variation. This phase shift is less serious than that caused by helix 
voltage changes because it takes .5 per cent change in first anode voltage 
to cause a shift of 1°. 

Phase Shift versus Magnet Current 
If the beam size is changed by altered focusing conditions, both 

the gain parameter C and the space charge factor Q can be expected 
to change. These changes, and their effect on the total phase angle of 
the tube, can be calculated if it is assumed that the electron beam has 
a uniform diameter determined by the magnetic field. But as has been 
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L. - fJ. A 

I^ig. 3—The change of a phase angle through the tubs as first-anode voltage, 
Vi, is changed about a center value of 36.5 volts. The values of beam current 

corresponding to Vi are shown on top. 

noted, the beam is actually scalloped, and the effect of the change in 
magnetic field is to change the scalloping much more than it is to 
change the average diameter. This behavior of the beam geometry as 
a function of magnetic field is not well known, so no quantitative theory 
is attempted. 

Figure 4 presents experimental results. It is seen that, from a 
practical point of view, ripple in the focusing magnet current would 
be of minor importance. Permanent magnets eliminate it entirely. 

Fig. 4—Change in total phase angle through tube when magnetic focussing- 
field is changed. 
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Fig. 5—Change in phase angle through tube as second-anode voltage 
is changed. 

Phase Shift versus Second Anode Voltage 

There is a slight effect here, of negligible size compared to other 
sources. The best way to explain it is in terms of the beam geometry; 
this electrode will cause slight changes in beam scalloping. A 1° phase 
shift requires 5 per cent or more change in this voltage. Figure 5 
illustrates the measured results. 

Phase Shift versus Output Power 
In Figure 6 the linear nature of this effect is illustrated. Since the 
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Fig. G—Change in phase angle of tube as a function of power output, 
lo — 300 microamperes, Vo = 580 volts. 
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values plotted were not taken at the helix voltage giving maximum 
gain, they do not agree with Equation (21). The phase shift versas 
power curve departs from a straight line at high powers where satura- 
tion effects set in. It is approximately linear, however, over the entire 
region of interest. 

Of considerable importance is the manner in which phase shift 
versus power behaves at different helix voltages. We know that gain 
is a maximum at a particular helix voltage and less on either side. It 
follows that the phase shift will have a minimum. If the curve y versus 
b" were actually a straight line, the minimum phase error would fall 
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Pig. 7—The difference between the phase shift at low level and the phase 
shift at low level and the phase shift at 1.4 milliwatts output, as a function 

of helix voltage and beam current. 

at the maximum gain point. Since this relation (y versus 6) is slight" y 
curved, the phase shift will be minimum at a helix voltage slight y 
higher than the one producing maximum gain (which was 575 vohs 
for /0 = 300 microamperes). The curves of Figure 7 show good agree- 
ment with expectations. The maxima at each side of the central 
minimum result from the change of y versus b to flatter slopes at tie 
ends of the gain band. The curves for 400 and 500 microamperes 
illustrate the fact that as C increases, the minimum phase shift do- 
creases. These curves could not be completed, for oscillation set in at 
lower voltages when beam current was above 300 microamperes. 

"See Reference (1), Figure 8.1. 
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Mismatch at Output 

In the final experiment, the output transformer was deliberately 
mismatched. The difference in phase shift in the tube at low output 
and at 1.4 milliwatts output was measured as before. As the match 
deteriorated, it became necessary to increase the input power to estab- 
lish 1.4 milliwatts output as abscissa. The fact that all the points lie 
on a line through the origin fully corroborates the thesis that the 
reflected power is absorbed by the attenuator, and that the beam 
behaves just as if all the power were extracted from the wave. This 
demonstrates the need for good matching if minimum phase shift is 
desired. 

RELATIVE INPUT POWER TO 
PRODUCE l.4mW OUTPUT. 

Fig. 8—The effect of mismatch at the output of the traveling-wave tube. 

Conclusions 

Sufficient data has been taken to show that the first-order theory 
agrees with experiments to better than order-of-magnitude accuracy. 
Specifically, the sensitivity of total phase shift in the tube to operating 
conditions may be summarized, for this particular tube under the 
previously specified operating conditions. The output phase shifts 

(1) 50° for 1 per cent change in helix voltage, 

(2) 2° for 1 per cent change in first-anode voltage, 

(3) about .1° for 1 per cent change in magnet current, 
(4) 6° for each milliwatt increase of output power, 

(5) 6° for each milliwatt of power lost by reflection at the out- 
put coupler. 

In a system where it is impossible to keep ripple to a sufficiently 
low value, it is possible to use dynamic compensation, for example, by 
applying a controlled ripple signal to the first anode. If it is necessary 
to make phase shift independent of signal amplitude, the detected signal 
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could be fed back as a small helix voltage variation, thus compensating 
at least partially. 

In the direction of decreasing sensitivity to all the disturbing 
factors, the greatest improvement could be brought about by an 
increase of beam current, which would at once make C greater and 
allow a shorter tube. Insensitivity to focusing conditions is favored 
by the "confined flow" method of focusing used in the tube tested ov2r 
the so-called "Brillouin flow" condition where the gun is magneticafly 
shielded. In power tubes operating with the latter, more critical beam 
focusing changes in anode voltages and magnetic field will be very 
important. 

A good output match will minimize the phase shift. A voltage- 
standing-wave of 1.5, however, represents a power loss of only 4 per 
cent; any further improvement in matching, therefore, will have little 
effect on phase shift reduction. 

The best way to eliminate phase distortion at high power levels is 
to make the power-handling capacity so great that the maximum output 
power will be much less than 1 per cent of the beam power. 
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THE ELECTRON-VOLTAIC EFFECT IN GERMANIUM 
AND SILICON P-N JUNCTIONS* 

By 

P. Rappaport, J. .1. Loferski, and E. G. Linder 

RCA Laboratories, 
Princeton, N. ,f. 

Summary—The electron voltaic effect is analyzed to show hoiv the 
properties of the semiconductor (energy gap, minority carrier diffusion 
length, surface recombination velocity and the temperature) and of the 
impinging electrons (average energy, density, maximum energy) affect 
the usefulness of the electron-voltaic effect as a means of converting the 
energy of beta rays into electricity. Experiments on germanium and silicon 
p-n junctions are described. It is shown that the maximum conversion effi- 
ciency using silicon p-n junctions will probably not exceed about 5 per cent. 
Measurements on such junctions show a maximum efficiency of 2.5 per 
cent, with an open-circuit voltage of .35 volt and short-circuit current of 
20 microamperes under irradiation by 50 millicuries of Sr90-Y!)0. With 
such a source, beta particle multiplications of approximately 2.5 X 10s 

have been observed. These cot-respond to an average cost in energy per 
electron-hole pair of about k.2 electron volts in silicon and U-k- electron volts 
in germanium. Experiments with monoenergetic beta particles are also 
described. The effect of radiation damage is discussed. 

Introduction 

HEN beta particles are absorbed by a semiconductor they 
dissipate most of their energy by ionizing the atoms of the 
solid. The carriers generated in this fashion are in excess 

of the number permitted by thermodynamic equilibrium and if they 
diffuse to the vicinity of a rectifying junction they induce a voltage 
across the junction. This phenomenon, which has been termed the 
electron-voltaic effect (EVE) is the subject of this investigation. It 
has been briefly described for selenium and CuO by Ehrenberg et al.1 

and by one of the present authors for germanium and silicon.2 Pfann 

* Much of the work described in this paper was performed under con- 
tract with the Components and Systems Laboratory, Wright Air Develop- 
ment Center, Air Research and Development Command, U. S. Air Force, 
and it is described in the Final Report Contract No. AF33 (038)-23686 
issued in November 1953. 

1W. Ehrenberg, Chi-Sai Lang, and R. West, "The Electron Voltaic 
Effect," The Proceedings of the Physical Society, Vol. 64, p. 424, April, 1951. 

2 P. Rappaport, "The Electron-Voltaic Effect in p-n Junctions Induced 
by Beta-Particle Bombardment," Phys. Rev., Vol. 93, p. 246, January, 1954. 
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and van Roosbroek3 have published an analysis of the effect and have 
given some experimental results for germanium and silicon. 

At these laboratories the effect was studied as a possible source 
of electrical power since it permits the direct conversion of the energy 
of the beta rays emitted by a radioactive material into electricity. 
Consequently the work described here emphasizes the total power and 
the maximum efficiency of energy transformation which can be realized 
by this process. In the discussion, because of the application that was 
intended, the EVE is compared with other methods of direct conversion 
which have been proposed and described in the literature.4 7 

To illustrate the nature of the EVE, Figure la shows a cross section 
of a p-n junction irradiated by electrons, while Figures lb and 1c shew 
the configuration of the bands across the junction in equilibrium and 
during irradiation, respectively. At equilibrium, the Fermi level must 
be continuous across the junction so that the discontinuous change in 
the nature of the impurities (from p-type to n-type) produces an ia- 
ternal electrostatic potential difference. Its height is equal to the 
difference between the location of the Fermi level on the n and p sides 
at a large distance from the junction. If the junction is irradiated, 
it acquires a forward bias, as shown in Figure 1c. If the impedance 
is infinite, the current is zero and the voltage has its maximum value, 
Vmax. As the impedance is decreased there is a net flow of current n 
the load until, when a short circuit is placed across the junction, the 
maximum current, will flow through it, and V = 0. 

The EVE is one of a class of phenomena (the best known is the 
photovoltaic effect) in which a radiation capable of producing ioniza- 
tion in a solid interacts with a rectifying junction. Other forms of 
electromagnetic radiation (y-rays, X-rays) as well as other particles 
(« particles, protons) are possible sources of such ionization, and the 
analysis presented here can be applied to these other radiations. Beta 
rays were chosen as the primary source for direct conversion because 
their specific ionization is higher than that of y-rays. They are there- 

3 W. G. Pfann and W. van Roosbroeck, "Radioactive and Photoelectric 
p-n Junction Power Sources," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 25, p. 1422, November, 
1954. 

4 E. G. Linder and S. M. Christian, "The Use of Radioactive Material 
for the Generation of High Voltage," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 23, p. 1213, 
November, 1952. 

5 P. Rappaport and E. G. Linder, "Radioactive Charging Effects With 
a Dielectric Medium," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 24, p. 1110, September, 1953. 

"P. E. Ohmart, "A Method of Producing an Electric Current Fron 
Radioactivity," Jour. Appl. Phys., Vol. 22, p. 1504, December, 1951. 

7 K. C. Jordan and J. G, Birden, Mound Laboratory Report MLM-984, 
October, 1954. 
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fore absorbed in a reasonable thickness of semiconductor and they can 
be shielded more easily. They were preferred over n particles because 
they are emitted by radioisotope by-products of the fission process and 
because their smaller weight produces less radiation damage. 

Table I lists the properties of some long half-life pure beta emitters. 
It includes the current per curie, the maximum energy, the 
average energy, "F,„ the half life, tn, and the specific activity, G, which 
is computed on the assumption that every atom is radioactive. 

n 

(a) 

HOLE CURRENT 
(C) 

Fig. 1—Energy-band configuration in a p-n junction at equilibrium 
and under bombardment. 

Table I—Properties of Beta-Emitting Radioisotopes 

Isotope h 
(amperes 
per curie) 

Vfimax 
(electron 

volts) 

Vb 
(electron 

volts) 

tu 

(year? 0 

G 

Sr90-Y90 5.9 X 10-0 2.2 X 10° .54 X 10° 20 400 curies/gm 

H-3 5.9 X lO-'J .019 X 10° .006 X 10« 12.4 2.63 curies/cc 

Pm-147 5.9 X 10—9 .23 X 100 .073 X 10« 2.6 950 curies/gm 

Ni-63 5.9 X 10-9 .063 X 10r' .021 X 10l! 80 72 curies/gm 

Analysis of the EVE and its Maximum Efficiency 

The equations governing the EVE can be most simply deduced 
from the equivalent circuit of an irradiated rectifying junction which 
is shown in Figure 2a. The circuit consists of a constant-current 
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generator delivering a current /, into a network of impedances, which 
include the nonlinear impedance of the junction, an intrinsic series 
resistance, rs, an intrinsic shunt resistance, rsh, and the load resistance. 

The origin of the first two circuit elements is described as follows: 
(a) The ionizing radiation which shall be represented hereafter 

by a current of particles /B having an average energy by inter- 
acting with the solid generates the constant current /s. This combira- 
tion is represented by the constant-current generator of Figure 2. 

(b) The junction has a current-voltage characteristic of the form 

/,. = /„ (e^-1), (1) 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2—Equivalent circuit of an irradiated p-n junction power source. 

where /,■ is the current through the junction, /„ is the reverse satura- 
tion current of the diode, V is the voltage across it, and A = q/kT. Its 
effective impedance is given by 

ay e-XF 
Rj^ = . (2) 

3* A/0 

The circuit and the analysis can be simplified by noting that when 
the maximum power is transferred to the load resistance, 7?L, then 
Rl « rsh and Rl » rs. The first condition is easy to attain since generally 
J's?i > 101 ohms. Low values of rsh would make the device a poor rectifier 
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but they would not affect its operation as a voltaic cell. The second 
condition can be realized in practice by using a geometry in the device 
which will reduce rs to the desired range. The simplified circuit is 
shown in Figure 2b. It is evident from this diagram that the current 
passing through the load impedance, Rr, is the difference between the 
generated current, Is, and the current which flows through the junc- 
tion, Ij, i.e.. 

V (VOLTS)—- 
(o) i-V CHARACTERISTIC FOR 

V (mv) 
(b) i-V CHARACTERISTIC FOR Is2/Io< 1 

Fig. 3—Theoretical i-V diagram for an irradiated p-n junction. 

i = /s-/„ (e^-1). (3) 

A current-voltage diagram which illustrates this relation is shown in 
Figure 3. It represents the constant current generator by the line 7sl, 
the junction i-V characteristic (Equation (1) ) by the curve and i1 

by the difference between these two. 
Three parameters which are readily accessible to experimental 

measurement are also shown in Figure 3. They are the open-circuit 
voltage, rm.,x, the short-circuit current, and /„ which can be deter- 
mined from the slope of the i-V diagram at F = 0, i.e.. 
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= -A/„. (4) 
3F F_ 0 

From Equation (3), is is evident that 

AFm!1]£ = ln (/g//0 +1). C5) 

In terms of these parameters, the voltage and current at maximum 
power (Vmp and imp, respectively) can be determined by equating the 
load impedance to the impedance of the junction as given by Equation 
(2), i.e., 

Vmp e-^.,.P 

Kmi, = - = . (6) 
imp 

By combining Equations (3) and (6) and comparing to Equation 
(5), one finds that 

L 
(1 + kVmp) = — + 1 = . (7) 

L 

Appropriate substitutions yield the following expressions for the 
current at maximum power, and for the maximum power dissipated 
in the load, respectively: 

AF„VJ, / /„ 
1 + — U.. (8) 

I'max /o A Vjn-p~ . ( ^)) 

The maximum efficiency, Vma„ is the ratio of Pm.lx to the input 
power, P; = IBVn/q, so that 

/ h \ AFm;i QVmp Is 
Vmax I ^ ) ' (13) 

\ Js/ (1 + \Vmp) VJ! In 

Equation (10) can be simplified by introducing the concept of elec- 
tron multiplication, i.e., we define a multiplication m by the equation 

I /v = till u , (11) 
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which says that on the average a primary particle generates m hole- 
electron pairs in the solid. In terms of the average energy of the beta 
particles, Vfi, and the average energy expended in creating a hole- 
electron pair, tv, the multiplication can be defined as 

m 
Vn 

IV 
12) 

w, which is analogous to an ionization energy, can be related to the 
energy gap of the semiconductor, EG by the definition 

w = fE0, (13) 

where / ^ 1. The actual value of / varies among semiconductors. Thus 
McKay reports / = 1.7 in diamond,8 / = 3.2 in silicon, and / = 4.1 in 
germanium.9 

Substituting these relations into Equation (10), 

/ lo \ ^-^mp QVmp 
W= 1+— • (14) 

V Ij (1 + AF,„p) fEG 

From Equation (7) it is evident that if Is/I0 » 105, then \Vmp •» 1, and 

QVmp 
Vmas ~ ' — • (15) 

fEG iv 

This relation states simply that for large values of Vmp the maximum 
efficiency approaches the ratio of the voltage at which electrons are 
delivered to the load to the average energy spent in freeing an electron. 
It implies that most of the liberated electrons flow through Rr. This 
can be demonstrated from Equation (8) which shows that if XVmp » 1, 
imp approaches Furthermore, Equation (7) shows that if XVmp » 1, 
Vmp ^ Fmax. These characteristics of the device are latent in the non- 
linear i-V diagram, which is illustrated in Figure 3. Large values of 
I, (e.g., 7sl of Figure 3a) yield the ratio Is/I0 » 1 and the curve becomes 
nonlinear. For the operating point (A) the rectangular area implVmpl 

represents power delivered to RL, while the remaining (smaller) area 

8 K. G. McKay, "Electron-Hole Production in Germanium by Alpha- 
Particles," Phys. Rev., Vol. 84, p. 829, November, 1951. 

9 K. G. McKay and K. B. McAfee, "Electron Multiplication in Silicon 
and Germanium," Phys. Rev., Vol. 91, p. 1079, September, 1953. 
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under the i-V curve represents the power lost in the junction. If, 
however, /s < /„ (e.g., /so of Figure 3b) then the i-V characteristic 
is linear. Under these conditions only half the power is available to 
the load, i.e., 

finp2 = W2, vmp.. = Vmax2/2, SO that »;max2 =Vm<,x2/(4j/;). 

To establish how Et: affects r;,n.lx, it is necessary to determine how 
the ratio I„/I„ depends on EG. The relation between Is and Eu is given 
by combining Equations (11), (12), and (13), i.e., 

VB IH 
h = • (-1-6) 

fE0 

The dependence of I0 on EG and the other semiconductor parameters as 
derived by Shockley10 is given by 

h cjc ( 1 1 \ 
l0 — ( 1   j= constant Xe kT , (_7) 

(l+b)2 A \anLp avLn / 

where b is the mobility ratio, o-j is the intrinsic conductivity, a-„ and o-p 
are the conductivities, and L„ and Llt are the minority carrier diffus on 
lengths of the n and p sides of the junction, respectively. It has been 
found empirically however, that I0 does not necessarily follow Equation 
(17), although it can usually be written as 

I0 = A e BkT (18) 

where A is a constant characteristic of each material and B is a con- 
stant — 1. If we consider only the case of large input flux, i.e., /s//„ » 1, 
we can approximate Vmp ~ Vmax and combining Equations (5), (13), 
(16), and (18), it is found that 

1 
Vnuix ~ ' 

Bf 

10 W. Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semiconductors, D. Von Nas- 
trand Co., New York, N. Y., 1950, p. 315. 

In 
AfE, 

In Vn 

XfEa 
(19) 
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The second term decreases with increasing E0, so that there is a slight 
advantage gained by using a semiconductor with large EG. The im- 
portance of low values for B and / is obvious; they determine the 
limiting value of Since neither of these constants has been 
studied extensively in semiconductors, it is not possible at this time 
to recommend materials which might be superior to silicon in this 
respect. 

Computation of /, and the Over-all Efficiency 

To compute /s and the over-all efficiency it is necessary to consider 
all possible losses of potential carriers. These include the following: 
(a) self-absorption of primary particles in the radioactive isotope, (b) 
reflection of these particles at the interface between the isotope and 
the semiconductor, (c) transmission of some of these particles through 
the semiconductor and, ( d) the loss of minority carriers by recombina- 
tion within the semiconductor before they arrive at the junction. 

When all these factors have been considered, the expression for /s 

assumes the form 

/x — Q (1 — r) (l — e-"') (1 —(20) 
w 

In these equations, Q is the collection efficiency defined as the ratio of 
the rate of carrier flow across the junction to the total rate of carrier 
generation in the solid, r is the reflection coefficient for [3 particles, 
a is the absorption constant for /? particles in the solid, I is the thick- 
ness of the absorbing semiconductor, a0 is the self-absorption constant 
of the radioisotope, d is the thickness of the radioactive layer, and 
tmax is the current leaving the surface of a radioactive layer with d= w. 

In deriving Equation (20), the following assumptions were made: 

(1) In their passage through matter, p particles are attenuated 
according to the empirical relation 

I six) 
 = (21) 
MO) 

where Iu(x) and /„(0) are the /? particle currents at x and a; = 0. 
The absorption constant is given by another empirical relation 

(22) 
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whei'e « is the density of the absorber and is the maximum 
energy in /? spectrum. 

(2) In computing the current emitted by a layer of radioactive 
material the non-isotropic character of emission was neglecled. 
Under these conditions it is found that the current out of each face 
of the layer is given by 

qN(.G p A 
In(d) = (1 —e-V') =im.AX (1—e-V*), (23) 

2 a0 

where Nc is the number of disintegrations per curie, G is the specific 
activity in curies per gram, p is the density, and A is the area of the 
layer. The other parameters have been identified above. Table II 
shows the values of imax, a/p, a0, I„max = (VB/tv)imax, and of the maxi- 

mum input power Pmax = 2 imAXVB which includes the power output 
from each side of the layer. 

Table II—Properties of Layers of Some ^-Emitting Radioisotopes; 
w = 3.5 electron volts per pair 

Isotope 
Specific 

Activity, G 
(Curies/gin) W (amp/cm2) 

Max. Input 
Power, 
(watts/cm2) (amp/cm2) 

«//) 
(cmVgm) 

Selt abst rp 
tion const. 

"o (cm —T) 

H3 9,720 2.4 X10-9 0.028X10-3 3.4 Xl0-e 4,110 0.36 

Ni63 72 2.5 XlO-10 0.010X10-3 1.43X10-'' 860 7,650 

Sr90—Y90 400 1.54X10-7 166 XlO-3 2.4 XlO-2 7.7 20 

Pml47 950 1.7 XlO"8 2.5 X10-3 3.5 X10 1 165 1,300 

The magnitudes of the factors in Equation (20) can be summarized 
as follows: 

(a) Q, which is discussed in detail in the appendix, cannot be ex- 
pected to exceed about 0.70 for Sr90-Y90 although it could be between 
0.9 and 1.0 for other radioisotopes, such as Pml47. 

(b) The reflection coefficient, r, is about 0.1 for silicon for /? j ar- 
ticles in the energy range of interest here.5 

(c) The transmission loss, e depends on the radioisotope used. 
It would be negligible for Pml-17 but is about 0.00 for Sr90-Y90 ind 
a wafer of a thickness of about .020-inch. This loss would be reduced 
in batteries which consisted of cells placed back to back. 

(d) The thickness of the radioisotope layer would have to be 
chosen to keep the self absorption loss e-'v' at about 0.1. 
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In terms of the same parameters the over-all efficiency, can 
be shown to be 

(1 —e~V) 
^'max = Q (1 — »") (1 e-"') Vmax ' < 24) 

n,A 

where r]m.lK is computed from Equation (14), using Equation (20) for 
/„. There exists an optimum value of »/'max associated with the thick- 
ness of the radioisotope layer, since Is increases with d whereas x 

oc 1/d. It can be shown that this optimum occurs when a0d ~ 0.15 so 
that the optimum d changes with the radioisotope. If, however, power 
output is the main consideration, a radioisotope layer whose thickness 
is greater than the optimum value can be used. This is shown in Figure 
4 where and Plnax are plotted against the thickness of a Pm 147 
layer. 

Experimental Results 

Devices Investigated 

Large-area (0.25 square centimeter) alloy type p-n junctions11 were 
made by alloying indium or lead antimony into germanium, and gold 
antimony into silicon. Ohmic contacts were made to the semiconductor 
wafers which were usually 1.5 diffusion lengths thick (see appendix) 
and 0.38 inch in diameter. A typical fabrication schedule consisted of 
firing at 550"C for ten minutes followed by a 20-second etch in CP-4.12 

All the experimental results were obtained on units whose surfaces 
were exposed to air. The resistivity of the semiconductor was chosen 
to be as low as possible consistent with high lifetime, so that the 
potential barrier was high and therefore /„ was low. Values of I0 in 
the range between 10and 10-9 ampere per square centimeter were 
measured for silicon devices. Resistivities of the wafers were usually 
in the range of 1 to 10 ohm-centimeters. 

Figure 5 shows the experimental arrangement used for bombarding 
the p-n junctions. By varying the load resistance, R,. and observing 
the voltage, it was possible to determine /s, Vmtlx, Rnw, Pmax, 7?raax, and 
m of the electron-voltaic cells. 

R. R. Law, C. W. Mueller, J. I. Pankove, and L. D. Armstrong, "A 
Developmental Germanium P-N-P Junction Transistor," Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 
40, p. 1352, November, 1952. 

5-J. R. Haynes and W. Shockley, ^'The Mobility and Life of Injected 
Holes and Electrons in Germanium," Phys. Rev., Vol. 81, p. 835, March, 
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Radioactive Source 

The source of beta particles was a specially constructed13 Sr90-Y90 
medical applicator. The total activity contained in the applicator vas 
0.25 curie, although the measured /? current, which penetrated the 
12-mil aluminum and stainless steel protective windows corresponded 
to the emission from 0.05 curie. Thus the total electron current from 
the source as measured by a Faraday cage was 3.2 X 10~-10 ampere. 
The beta spectrum14 of this source as a function of aluminum absorber 
thickness is shown in Figure 6. The average beta energy from this 

Fig. 4—n'mas and P,,,-.,* versus thickness of radioisotope layer for Pml47; 
w — 5 electron volts per pair. 

spectrum, V,,, with no added absorber was found to be 1.05 X 10° elec- 
tron volts, which high value is due to the absorption of the low-enei-gy 
beta particles by the protective window of the medical applicator. 
Therefore, the total available radiated power from the applicator is 
I,sVB/q = 336 microwatts. Figure 7 shows the absorption of the beta 
current as a function of silicon thickness. Note that 22 per cent of 
the total current is absorbed by 10 mils of silicon, which is the wafer 
thickness of most devices tested. Thus the total power absorbed in 

13 The medical applicators were manufactured by Tracerlab, Inc., 
Boston, Massachusetts. 

14 The beta spectrum of the source was determined by Dr. L. N. Russell 
of the Mound Laboratory, operated by the Monsanto Chemical Company, 
Miamisburg, Ohio. 
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the device is about 63 microwatts. The data in Figure 7 can be used 
for g-ermanium if the silicon thickness is multiplied by the ratio of 
densities for germanium and silicon, i.e., by 2.3. 

i-V Characteristics 

Figure 8 shows a current-versus-voltage curve for a typical ger- 
manium p-n junction bombarded by the source described above. The 

(b) BASIC CELL 

Fig. 5—Experimental arrangement for EVE measurements and a 
proposed basic cell. 

i-V curve is linear as predicted by the theory for the small-voltage 
approximation. Here y,liax «= 10 millivolts. A measurement of the slope 
gives a value of 770 ohms for Rmp, while calculation from the expression 

R-mp = yields about 830 ohms, indicating satisfactory agreement. 
As a further check of the theory, Fmax, when it is computed from the 
relation Fmax = IS/XI„ using the measured values of Iu, which was 3 X 
10"5 ampere, and Is, which was 1.35 X 10~n ampere, is found to be 
10.4 millivolts compared to the experimental value of 10.5 millivolts. 
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FiRure 9 shows i-V characteristics of three silicon p-n junctions 
under bombardment. The linear approximation is no lonjrer valid, since 
XFmax » 1, so that the general expression ( Equation (.3) ) must be used. 
The result is the nonlinear i-V characteristic of the figure, which 
resembles that shown in Figure 3. Comparisons with theory on silison 
units are difficult because neither A nor /„ as measured experimentally 
agree with theoretical values. However, if Fmax and Vmi) are experi- 

Fig. 6—Sr90-Y90 spectrum for different thickness of aluminum absorber. 

mentally determined then Equation (7) yields an experimental value 
for X. Knowing A and /„ can then be calculated using Equation (5). 
Rnip can in turn be calculated by using Equation (6) and can be ccm- 
pared to the measured Rmp. Table III shows the results of such a com- 
parison for the three units shown in Figure 9. The calculated values 
of A and /„ are reasonable, and the agreement between the values of 
Hmv is good. 
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Fig. 7—Absorption of Sr90-Y90 beta radiation versus thickness 
for silicon absorber. 

Experiments with low-energy electrons (— 100 kilovolts) also have 
been performed and the results have been compared with theory. Ob- 
servations consisted of measuring the bombardment-induced current 
/,, and Fmax in a large-area germanium junction. Using Equation (5), 
I0 was computed for each value of In. The average value of 70 was then 
combined with the measured /s to compute Vmax from Equation (5). 

o* 

SLOPE 
770-^- 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
CURRENT {/iA) 

Fig. 8—i-V characteristic for germanium EVE device. 
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Table III 

Experimental Values Calculated Values 
/, Fn,.* Vmp Rmp /„ Rm„ 

Unit (amperes) (volts) (volts) (ohms) X (amperes) (ohm^) 

SAB12 5 XlO-e 0.354 0.285 6.6 XlO-i 34 2.93X10-11 6.2 XlO4 

SAB85 7 X10-8 0.320 0.250 4.1 xlO4 33 1.85X10-11 4.3 X10< 
SAB109 7.5X10-C 0.312 0.240 3.58xl0» 29 3.8 XlO"10 

3.65X lO'' 

—_ i 

X- rtARKS PM/ < 

SAB 12 
/ 

/ 
/ 

s !\B 109 

* 
/ SAB 85 

CURRENT (MICROAMPS) 
Fig. 9—i-V characteristics for silicon EVE devices. 

The results are shown in Figure 10 where ymax is plotted as a function 
of /s. The measured values of Fmax. are plotted as the experimenLal 
points. 

Table IV lists the parameters and typical experimental values that 
have been obtained from the i-V curve for various germanium and 
silicon devices. Pm;ix can be determined by calculating the power output 
which is equal to the iV product for each point on the curve. The 
crosses on the curves in Figure 9 indicate the maximum power po;nt 
for the three units shown. Rmp can be computed from imp and V^,. 
The maximum efficiency, 7;,llllx., is then determined from the ratio of 
Pm-.w to the primary radioactive power absorbed in the semiconductor 
wafer. 

Maximum Voltage 

depends on the input flux and on the characteristics of tbe 
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120 

100 

80 

> 2 
60 

< 3E > 

40 

20 

0 
0.1 1.0 10.0 100 

I, x 10° (AMPS) 
Fig. 10—-Comparison between theoretical expression for and 

experimental values of /, for germanium. 

semiconductor that determine /„. For a particular semiconductor, maxi- 
mum doping in both the p and n region would give the highest values 
of ymax. For the p-n junction discussed here and using the 50-millicurie 

Table IV—Properties of p-n Junction Electron-Voltaic Devices 
(50-millicurie Sr90-Y90 Source) 

Silicon 
Fm.x L R...p 

Unit (millivolts) (microamperes) (ohms) (microwatts) 

SAB12 354 5 5 X 104 1.23 

SAB85 320 7.0 4 X 104 1.51 

SAB109 312 7.5 4 X 104 1.58 

SAB113 318 7.8 4 X 104 1.53 

SAB1006 221 19 104 1.41 

SAB1009 233 17.4 104 1.56 

SAB1006 + 1009 450 9.2 5 X 104 1.92 
Stacked 

Germanium 

RVlfiR 25 4 2 X 10:l .08 

RV156 10.2 14 8 X 102 .03 

RV174 20 20 1.2 X 103 .09 

Ge403N-l 44 22 1600 .3 
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beta source, ymal was as high as 354 and 44 millivolts for silicon and 
germanium units, respectively, as shown in Table I\ . 

The difference (by a factor of almost 10) between silicon and 
germanium was probably due to the difference in /„, which can be 
shown to be about 104 times greater in germanium than in silicon. 
Such a difference in /„ could account for the factor of 10 in V, 
There is some uncertainty about this factor because neither X nor I0 

behave as would be theoretically expected in silicon. 

Short-Circuit Current 

The measured values of /„ in Table IV fall between 5 and 19 micro- 
amperes for silicon and 4 and 22 microamperes for germanium. Si ice 
Is is a measure of the total number of carriers generated in the solid 
by the incoming radiation, m and w can be calculated. The highest 
values of /, that have been observed during this study were 22.0 micro- 
amperes for germanium and 19 microamperes for silicon. The wafer 
thicknesses were 7 mils and 14 mils respectively, and from Figurs 7 
this corresponds to an absorption of beta current in germanium of 
9.0 X 10 -11 ampere and in silicon of 8.0 X lO^11 ampere. From these 
figures the computed value of m in germanium is 2.5 X lO5 and 
in silicon, 2.4 X 10r'. This yields a value for w in germanium of 4.2 
electron volts per pair and in silicon of 4.4 electron volts per pair. 
These values should also be corrected for collection efficiency, Q, which 
should be about 0.6 for these junctions so that the corrected value of w 
would be about 2.5 electron volts per pair for germanium and 2.6 e ec- 
tron volts per pair for silicon. More accurate determinations of it in 
germanium were made by measuring Is during bombardment by mono- 
energetic electron beams produced by a Van de Graaf accelerator. A 
value of iv in germanium as low as 3.0 electron volts per pair has been 
observed. These values may be compared to those given by McKay and 
McAfee" for « particle bombardment, namely, 3.60 electron volts per 
pair in silicon and 2.94 electron volts per pair in germanium. 'T'he 
fact that the value of w measured by electron bombardment corre- 
sponds closely to these results indicates that the short circuit current 
that has been obtained by beta bombardment is as high as can be 
expected. 

By making use of an electron-gun source, in the low-energy rarge, 
the electron multiplication was measured in an attempt to show that 
iv is independent of the energy of the incident particles, and of the 
current in the bombarding beam. The bombardment was done in 
vacuum. The apparatus permitted the use of only three values of 
bombarding voltage. Table V lists these values of V,,, I,., ymax, /„, m, 
and iv. It is evident from the table that for the values of ¥„ used 
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there is no significant variation in w. The values of w listed in Table V 
corresponds to approximately 6 En, where EG is the gap width of 
germanium. This figure is large, because no attempt has been made 
to correct for collection efficiency which was probably low, since the 
ratio of electron range to sample thickness was not greater than 0.2 
for any of the tabulated values of Vn. 

50 X 103 7.5 X 10-" 6.6 X 10-5 45 8.8 X 103 5.7 

80 X 103 14.0 X 10—9 26.0 X 10-5 82 1.9 X 104 4.3 

100 X 103 19.0 X 10-9 36.0 X 10-5 89 1.9 X 101 5.3 

Using low-energy beams, Is has been measured on germanium diodes 
as a function of the electron beam current, IB, which was permitted to 
vary over almost three decades. The results indicate a linear relation- 
ship between Is and IB within the experimental error. Similar experi- 
ments on other junction devices using electrons from a Van de Graaf 
machine have confirmed the fact that the electron multiplication, m, 
is independent of In, over at least four orders of magnitude, i.e., from 
IQ-10 to 10-® ampere per square centimeter. 

Maximum Power and Efficiency 

Table IV shows the experimental values of as obtained from 
the i-V curve for various silicon and germanium junctions. The high- 
est power from a single-wafer silicon device (.010 inch thick) was 
1.58 microwatts and for a germanium device (.007 inch thick) was 
0.3 microwatt. 

The efficiency of those devices can be expressed either as the ratio 
of the maximum power output delivered by the device to (a) the total 
beta power bombarding the semiconductor (336 microwatts) or (b) 
the total beta power absorbed by the semiconductor (63 microwatts 
for silicon, and 94.5 microwatts for germanium). Considering the 
best units in Table IV the efficiencies of germanium and silicon are 
shown in Table VI, where methods (a) and (b) refer to the methods 
of computation discussed above. The principal difference between these 
methods of calculation is the loss of primary particles by transmission 
through the semiconductor. This loss would be eliminated if the wafer 

Table V—Electron Multiplication versus Vn 

1 B 
(electron /„ 
volts) (amperes) 

* s » max 
(amperes) (millivolts) m 

[, V,. 
w 

(electron volts 
per electron) 
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thickness were increased to absorb most of the beta particles. Howevsr, 
such a solution is not possible at this time because the technology of 
these semiconductors does not permit the attainment of diffusion 
lengths sufficiently large to collect the carriers in thicker wafers. 

Fig. 11—Maximum efficiency, versus muitipiication, m, 
for different values of 

Table VI 

Ge Si 
Method of Computation Vmtx 

Method (a) .09% 0.47% 

Method (b) 0.32% 2.5% 

These values of 77max can be compared with theory by reference to 
Figure 11, where 7?mllx is plotted against multiplication, m. In this case 
m is defined as the ratio of the experimentally measured Is to the 
current absorbed by the wafer irradiated by the 50-millicurie Sr90-Y90 
source. Such a calculation does not include reflection, transmission, 
and self-absorption losses. The lines in Figure 11 are computed for 
different plausible values of /„. If the best measured values of I0 and 
m are used for germanium (I0 = 10^° ampere and m = 2.5 X 105) and 
silicon (70 = lO-8 ampere and m = 2.5 X 10B) then the predicted theo- 
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retical values of ^m.)x are about 0.5 per cent for germanium and 3 per 
cent for silicon, in good agreement with the experimental results 
summarized in Table VI. 

Finally it should be noted that 7;ln.lx increases with increasing IK 

so that by using larger amounts of radioisotopes it can be expected 
that would increase beyond the values shown in Table VI. 

Combining Units in Series and Parallel 
A single radioactive source emitting penetrating radiation could 

activate simultaneously a number of wafers containing p-n junctions. 
The maximum number which can be thus used depends on the thickness 
of the wafers. The junctions can, of course, be electrically connected 
in series or parallel. Table IV includes an example of two silicon 
junctions stacked and connected in series. Here it is evident that the 
voltages add together as expected. The short-circuit current, however, 
is seen to be lower than in either of the two single units, which was 
not expected. The explanation for the latter deviation lies in the 
differences in for each of the units, since they are being irradiated 
by differing amounts of primary flux. 

As an example of the feasibility of connecting electron-voltaic units 
powered by separate radioactive sources, an eight-microwatt battery 
energized by four separate sources was built. Each source, about the 
size of a dime, emitted about 3 X 10-10 ampere of Sr90-Y90 beta 
radiation from each face. An alloy junction was energized by radiation 
from each face of each of the sources. The four junctions on a given 
side of the sources were connected in parallel, and the two banks of 
four junctions were connected in series. The resulting battery had a 
maximum power of 8 microwatts, Vm^ of .615 volt, Is of 23.2 micro- 
amperes, Rmj> of 2 X 10' ohms, V,„p of .404 volt. Such a battery was 
able to operate a three-stage superregenerative transistor earphone 
radio receiver. 

Life of Devices 
Radiation damage by high-energy electrons can limit the life of 

electron-voltaic devices to a shorter period than the half-life of the 
radioactive material. 

The damage process appears to be the production of Frenkel defects 
by beta particles of sufficient energy. Such defects act as bulk recom- 
bination centers and reduce the minority carrier lifetime, t, which 
can change by an order of magnitude15 if the defect density is increased 
by an order of magnitude from 1010 to 10" per cubic centimeter. 

: P- Rappaport, "Minority Carrier Lifetime in Semiconductors as a 
Sensitive Indicator of Radiation Damage," Phys. Rev., Vol. 94, p 1409 
June, 1954. 
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Figure 12 shows the behavior under bombardment of a typical 
silicon electron-voltaic device. Fmas, /,, and Pmax are plotted versus 
time of bombardment using the previously described beta source. It 
takes about 14 hours for the power to decay by one half. The half-power 
decay time is a function of resistivity of the wafer. For example, a 
half-power point of 43 hours was observed in a device made of 430 
ohm-centimeter p-type silicon. 

The data of Figure 12 when replotted shows conformance to a 
simple theory which predicts the following relationships, where t is 
the time of bombardment: 

Fig. 12—Decay of y,„ax, /», and P,,,,.* with bombardment time, t, for a silicon 
p-n junction bombarded by a 50-millicurie Sr90-Y90 source. 

Fmnx a In (1/0 

i:2 oc i/t 

(25) 

(23) 

Plnax cc i-i^ln (l/o. (27) 

Two factors are fundamentally important in determining the 
severity of the radiation damage, namely, the energy of the beta 
particles and the mass of the semiconductor atom. Recent experimer.ts 
with monoenergetic electrons show that the electron damage threshold 
is 325 X lO1 electron volts for germanium and 145 X 10:! electron vo ts 

I 
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for silicon.16-17 Therefore, in order to eliminate damage a beta source 
with maximum energy less than these values would be required. This 
would suggest a beta emitter such as Pml47. Since VIlnmx in the Pml47 
spectrum is above the silicon threshold, it would preferably be used 
with a semiconductor of higher atomic weight such as CdTe. 

Eadiation damage cannot be effectively reduced by the use of 
absorbers to decrease the energy of the beta particles. This is demon- 
strated in Figure 6. Only 0.5 per cent of the beta current is transmitted 
when a .100-inch aluminum absorber is employed while the average 
energy is reduced from 1.05 X 10B to 0.58 X 10° electron volts, still 
above the damage threshold. 

Effect of Temperature 

A phenomenon which depends on the properties of a semiconductor 
such as germanium or silicon should exhibit considerable sensitivity 
to temperature, and the EVE is no exception. The theory of the EVE 
shows that the highest efficiency is realized when the rate of radio- 
active generation of carriers is much larger than the rate of thermal 
generation, i.e., (Is/I0) » 1. This ratio decreases rapidly as temperature 
increases, so that the output decreases. 

Measurements of the photovoltaic effect in germanium and the 
electron-voltaic effect in silicon were made as a function of temperature 
in the range —60oC to 80oC. It was found that in the vicinity of 
27°C, Vmax varies with the temperature with a slope of —1.5 millivolts 
per "C in germanium and —1 millivolt per 0C in silicon. The curves in 
Figure 13 show a series of i—V characteristics as a function of tem- 
perature for silicon. The maximum power delivered (marked X on 
each curve) at —680C is 24 times that delivered at 230C, thus indi- 
cating the expected increased output from such devices at low tem- 
peratures. 

Discussion 

Design of a Basic Cell 

The ultimate potentialities of EVE beta energy converters can be 
illustrated by considering the properties of a basic cell such as that 
shown in Figure 5. For high collection efficiency the thickness of the 
wafers {X in Figure 5) should not exceed one diffusion length which, 

lc J. J. Loferski and P. Rappaport, "Electron Voltaic Study of Electron 
Bombardment Damage and Its Thresholds in Ge and Si," Ph'ys. Rev., Vol. 
98, p. 1861, June, 1955. 

17 P. Rappaport and J. J. Loferski, "Thresholds for Electron Bombard- 
ment Induced Lattice Displacements in Si and Ge," Phys. Rev., Vol. 100, 
p. 1261, November, 1955. 
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for low resistivity silicon, is about 0.05 centimeter. The thickness of 
the radioactive layer (Y in Figure 5) is chosen so that the current 
out of each face of the layer is 90 per cent of imax (defined in the section 
on self-absorption). Table VII shows the results of such a calculation. 
The isotopes are assumed to have the highest possible specific activit.es 
and the value of pertinent parameters shown in Tables I and II have 

Table VII—Properties of a Basic Cell (Area = 1 square centimeter) 

A' Y Is PmlI Vm** mux Toti I 
(centi- (centi- (milli- Activity 

Isotope meters) meters) (amperes) watts) Method (b) (curies) 

Sr90-Y90 .05 .11 1.1 x 10 " 9.9 5.9% 2.4% 114 

Pml47 .005 .002 2.6 X lO-^ 0.18 7.1% 2.8% If- 
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Pig. 13—i—V characteristics versus temperature for a bombarded 
silicon p-n junction. 

been used to compute the over-all efficiency. Table VII also shows 
the maximum efficiency excluding self-absorption in the isotope, i.e., 
the ratio of power output from the junction to the power input at its 
front face which is of Method (b) above. The following values 
were used in arriving at Table VII: /o=:10^9 ampere per square 
centimeter; A-1 = 30 volts; Q = 0.9; w = 3.5 electron volts per pair; 
and r = 0.1, 
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From the data in Table VII one can also compute the power avail- 
able per unit volume. The figure for Sr90-Y90 is .050 watt per cubic 
centimeter and for Pml47 it is 0.017 watt per cubic centimeter. This 
figure for Sr90-Y90 is somewhat low because the values in the table 
include a 60 per cent transmission loss. Part of this loss would be 
recovered in a battery containing many basic cells packed together so 
that each cell utilizes some radiation from adjacent cells. 

Comparison with Other Direct Conversion Methods 
Finally it is interesting to compare the EVE as a method of direct 

conversion of radioactivity to the other methods appearing in the 
literature.18 Table VIII shows the results. Because of the high multi- 
plication accompanying the absorption of beta particles in the semi- 
conductor, the EVE gives a high current and lower impedance than 
any of the other methods for a radioactive source of specified intensity. 
The problem of direct conversion of radioactive energy can be viewed 
as that of transforming the high impedance of the source to a practical 
value, without an undue loss of energy during the transformation. 
Thus for the .05 curie Sr90-Y90 source used for most of the experi- 
ments, the source impedance is Zs = V/i = 100/10= 1018 ohms. 
The impedances after conversion are listed in Table VIII. Here it is 
evident that the EVE is superior to the other effects listed, since the 
relatively low impedance offers many practical advantages. 

Table VIII 

Voltage Current Impedance 
Method (volts) (amperes) (ohms) Eff. 

High-vacuum charger to 350,000 10-n 1013 25% 

Dielectric charger to 10,000 10-" 1013 up to 1% 

Contact potential 1 per cell 10-" lOR-lOU 10-2% 

Electron-voltaic device .3 per cell 10-o 10--104 2.5% 

The EVE devices and the contact potential device possess an advan- 
tage over the vacuum and dielectric chargers because the latter do not 
have any current multiplication mechanisms. To reduce their imped- 
ance their operating voltage must be reduced, and since their efficiency 
is given by 

18 E. G. Linder, P. Rappaport, and J. J. Loferski, "The Direct Con- 
version of Radiation into Electrical Energy," to appear in the Proceedings 
of the International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy, 
June, 1955. 
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qV 
; = . <28) 

2Vb 

where V is the maximum voltage attained by the device; the efficiency 
is decreased by the same factor as the voltage. 

The EVE yields higher efficiencies than the contact potential device 
for two reasons: (1) The ionization energy for a solid is 1/10 of that 
for a gas, i.e., it takes about 3 electron volts to yield a pair of charge 
carriers in a semiconductor whereas in a gas about 30 electron volts 
is required. (2) The specific ionization is greater in a solid than in a 
gas so that it becomes difficult to absorb all the energy of the radio- 
active particles in a contact potential device. 
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Appendix—Calculation of Q 

All the minority carriers which are generated in the solid by the 
radiation do not contribute to the power developed in the load since 
some of them recombine with majority carriers either inside the volume 
or at the surface, thus reducing 7S and rimas. For the general case it 
is convenient to define a collection efficiency, Q, which is the ratio of 
the carriers passing through the circuit (i.e., the experimentally 
measured short circuit current, /„) to the total number of carriers 
generated in the solid per unit time; thus 

Is 
Q =     . (29) 

(1 — R) (1 - €-«') w imax (1 — e-V) 

Q can be computed for plane geometry which approximates the 
experimental units under investigation. We consider the case of an 
infinite plane p-n junction at x = l with the n region extending from 
a; = 0 to a: = L The surface at a: = 0 is irradiated by N0 particles per 
second. Minority carrier generation in the p region has been neglected 
Since for alloy-type junctions the recrystallized p region is very thin, 
and most of the contribution to the EVE comes from the n-type 
material. 
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Under equilibrium conditions the net rate of generation of minority 
carriers (the discussion is centered on holes as minority carriers) 
in a volume dV is equal to the loss of carriers by recombination in the 
bulk and the diffusion into the volume so that 

aN.fi-"* = ■ ■D„ 
32p 

(30) 

To calculate Q we must determine the diffusion current across the 
junction at x = I; 

dp 

3.r 
(31) 

(D I 

so that Equation (30) must be solved subject to appropriate boundary 
conditions, which in this case are as follows: 

dp 

dx 

Ss 

D„ 

p(l) =0, i.e., = co. 

(32) 

(33) 

Thus the surface at .r = 0 is represented by a recombination velocity s, 
and the junction at x = / by an infinite recombination velocity. Then 

D„ 

Q 

dp 

dx 

aN0 (l-e-«0 
(34) 

where the denominator is the total minority carrier current generated 
in the n region between .r = 0 and x ~l. The solution of the problem 
finally takes the form 

Q = 
five''1 ~ yve~vl ■ - aC 

(1 —e-"') 1- 

where /?A = e vl (h + «) — e a! (v + A), 

yA = e~a' (h — v) — e''1 (h + a), 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

A = e-''1 (v — /;) + e1'1 (v + h). (38) 
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The symbols used above are defined as follows: 

1 
V = , (30) 

Lp 

h- — , (40) 
D, 

s — surface recombination velocity, 

Dj; = diffusion constant, 

and the other symbols are as defined in the text. 
Values of Q computed from the above equations are plotted in 

Figure 14 where Q versus the ratio \/Ll) for values of a and s appro- 

0 , 10 20 3.0 Lp 

Fig. 14—Collection efficiency, Q, and Q{1 — e-"1) showing existence of an 
optimum value of I at I =z 1.5 Lp. 
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priate to Sr90-Y90 and silicon is computed. The following conclusions 
can be made concerning the interrelation among the parameters 
affecting Q; 

(a) Smaller values of s yield larger values of Q. 

(b) For a given value of s, a, and /, Q increases with increasing 
Lp until it saturates at a value which is a function of s, a, and /. 

(c) Although neither of these figures illustrates this fact directly, 
Q increases for fixed s, Lp, and I as « decreases. 

(d) There is a close relation between Q and transmission losses, 
i.e., if s, <x, and L(, are fixed, then Q increases as I decreases, but the 
fraction of incident particles which are lost by transmission increases. 
If these two parameters are considered simultaneously the product 
Qd — e~a]) which appears in the expression for the over-all efficiency, 
v'maz passes through a maximum value. This behavior is shown in 
Figure 14, where it is seen that with values of « characteristic of 
Sr90-Y90 and silicon with characteristic Lp and s, the optimum T/'n,,,, 
occurs for Z/L,, = 1.5. 

If surface losses are neglected and a uniform generation rate, y, 
is assumed, then all the minority carriers within a diffusion length 
of the junction will flow across it, and Q can be shown to be given by 

Q ■— ff (Lp + Ln). (41) 
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Correction: 

In the paper entitled "A Locked-Oscillator Quadrature-Grid FM 
Sound Detector," by Jack Avins and Thomas Brady, which appears on 
pages 648-655 of the December 1955 issue, the strip of 3 oscilloscope 
traces which make up Figure 5, page 652, has been reversed. The 
trace at the right actually shows an undamped input with a scope gain 
of unity, and the trace at the left shows a damped input with a scope 
gain of 10. The center trace is properly identified. 
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